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EDITORIAL

ALARMING

EXODUS
of

the

progressive

TIH cuRREr`IT
STATE
rabbinate causes
grave
concern. Consider the facts.
During the last three years
alone, Dow Marmur has left

the North Western Reform
Synagogue for Canada, Micky
Boyden has left Cheshire for
Israel and Sami Barth has left
Brighton for the U.S.A.
American-born Jeffrey Gale
and Kenneth Cohen were not
tempted to stay with us for
long. Jeffrey Newman (Finchley) and David Freeman
(Bromley) have moved to
part-time contracts and Howard Cooper (Finchley) has left
the congregational rabbinate
completely. Sidney Kay took
early retirement from Southport, Sammy Pereira parted
company with Bushey, and
Hillel Avidan ended a brief
stay in North Manchester.
Now Michael Stand field is
leaving Middlesex New. Since
RSGB congregations employ
less than thirty rabbis, the
exodus is alarming.
Make no mistake. These
were not `internal' career
moves - of which there have
been far fewer examples.
Each of the above is a case
either of movement out of the
RSGB congregational rabbinate or of rabbi-congregation
dissatisfaction, or of both.
Nor is the situation much happier within the ULPS rabbinate. The much-publicised
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Clifford Cohen episode which had little to do with
jokes from the pulpit -is only
the tip of a similar iceberg. It
is said that at least three Liberal rabbis would leave, given
half the chance.
Moreover, some at least of
the disenchantment is mutual,
felt by congregants just as
much as by rabbis.
What on earth is it all
about? W'hat crisis afflicts the
much-vaunted young and
dynamic Leo Baeck-trained
rabbinate?
We beli.eve the situation is
complex. Many rabbis complain of inadequate resources
and lack of administrative
back-up, of the absence.of
`cover' and locums, of lack of
a

career

structure

with

specialist posts. We know of
the peculiar problems of volunteers and professionals coworking and of the former
employing the latter. However, there is perhaps one
overriding area of dissatisfaction.
Rabbis often appear to
have a view of their role
which is at odds with congregational expectations. Put
another way, congregations
have as many different expectations as they have members.
Wrhat should the rabbi be? An
inspiring leader or an obedient
servant? A scholar or an
officiant at services? A professional counsellor or an
emergency social worker?
How important is it for the
rabbi to be a good orator, a
competent administrator, a
sympathetic visitor of the
sick, a d.ynamic fund raiser, a
motivator of youth and a proficient teacher? Should the
rabbi be a continuing student,
an expert in theology, a
specialist in modern Jewish
thought, a brilliant feczJ¢cfez.sf?

Must he have deep personal

faith, must he be sociable and
`good with people', must his

home and family be open to
the community? In short,
what aims and objectives are
set him? And does the community share those aims?
Twhat is his task? And are the

qualities required to meet the
task likel.y to be found in sufficient men and women?
The RSGB has a rabbinic
manpower working party
which is due to report soon.
We hope the report will answer these questions. We need
to clarify urgently and with
precision what we want of our
rabbis and synagogues. Only
with agreed and attainable
goals is the rabbi-congregation partnership likely to
work. Only with a clear and
realistic job profile can the
Leo Baeck College ever begin
to decide who is likely to be
suited to the task and who

not.I
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United Synagogue in Great Britain
could, but for the swing to the right
following Chief Rabbi Brodie, have
become a `conservative movement'
in a similar way. The late Chief
Rabbi Dr. J. H. Hertz was the first
graduate of the Jewish Theological
Seminary in New York. The constitution of the United Synagogue
here, upon which Shechter founded
the United Synagogue of America,
has written into it as one of its aims
that of `progressive conservatism'.
Today the British Jew is offered
httle choice in his religious affiliation if he is not a believing, practising, orthodox Jew. He has the
choice of joining an Orthodox

synagogue or a Reform or Liberal
one. Many have become disaffected
by the outwardly prohibitive nature
of orthodoxy, particularly as it
moves further to the `right'. Many
are reluctant or totally against joining a Reform or Liberal synagogue,
because they take the attitude that
these two movements have `thrown
out the baby with the bath water' .
• It is, therefore, logical that the

H

ALACIHC PROCEDURES
of the Reform Beth Din,

while being similar to those
of the Conservative Movement,
have been confined to a limited
range of issues. While kczsferz{f, for

example, is regarded `officially' as a
E=

positive mz.fzwzfo, no responsa have

been forthcoming from the Reform
Assembly on relevant issues relating to it, probably because none
have been sought.
This typifies the lack of direction
which, while appealing to the `free'
approach of Reform Judaism,
bothers many traditionally minded
Jews who are searching for guidance in a changing world. It is to the
great credit of the Reform and Liberal movements that issues of moral
and ethical importance are debated.
But it would seem that these are not
always based upon the context of

There is no doubt that a large
number of Jews in Britain, brought
up in the traditions of Eastern
Europe,
belong
to
orthodox
synagogues even though they may
not adhere to orthodox practice or
belief. Orthodox services seem, to
many of them, repetitious. They are
followed by few and understood by
less. However, Reform and Liberal
services seem to them to be cold
and even if they are understood and
followed, for many they lack
warmth and excitement and the
feeling of security inherent in the

servative) approach to fe¢J¢cfeczfo is,

traditional style.
Conservative services are traditional in content and style, including, in many synagogues, explanation and discussion, and draw
almost always the total participation
of the congregants.
The conservative Jewish Theological Seminary in New York, since
the time of Solomon Schecter early
in this century, has been a central

and has been throughout its
development, one of detailed and
painstaking scrutiny. Over almost a
century halachic responsa have
been written by Conservative scholars to answer myriads of questions
on Jewish life, from ethics to ritual.
The ethical nature of this approach
is paramount.

powerhouse of Rabbinic scholarship, coping with a vast influx of
Eastern European Jews, immigrants who demanded to adapt to
American life while retaining and
conserving Jewish tradition.
In Britain, in lesser numbers, our
parents and grandparents were
faced with similar problems. The

halachah.
The A4asorfI. (traditional or con-

Conservative Movement, adhering
to tradition in theory and practice,
but with its positive, seriously
detailed and humane approach,
should be ready to accommodate
such people independently.
Conservative Judaism is not
Reform Judaism. Neither is it
Orthodoxy. Nor does it represent a
compromise between Orthodoxy
and Reform. It demands a positive
ap.proach to what it holds is authentic, living Judaism. It is not permissive. It does not offer `carte
blanche' to those who wish to
change the laws of kczsferz4f or Sfe&b-

b¢J, for example, for the sake of
convenience. It does give direction
on all issues and it is for this reason
that British Jews, searching for
an swers
within
a
tradition al
framework, must now have access
to an independent movement in this
country, without having to resort to
a radical change which they are not
happy to accept.
The Masorti movement in this
country, taking its name from the
Conservative Movement in Israel,
has, in the past year, experienced
two
major
developments.
In
January it saw the setting up of the
Conservative Synagogue of North
West London in Edgware and just a
few weeks ago the establishment of
the
Masorti
Assembly
of
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'expression finding much Reform

Synagogues comprising, at its inception, the New London Synagogue of
Rabbi Dr. Louis Jacobs, the New
North London Synagogue at the

practice and philosophy cold and
over-rational. Indeed, there is a
growing number of the latter type of
Reform Jew and I certainly find
them in my own congregation whom
I encourage, who would welcome,
within the RSGB umbrella, a positive orientation and facilities for
more Conservative expression. For
example, I have found an explicitly
Conservative service, once a month
on Sfeabbczf enormously popular. I
also find a genuine thirst for clear
indications in terms of positive guidance towards what Jewish law has
to say for a Jewish life, as distinct
from just `conscience' .

Manor House, and the Conservative Synagogue. The overall Rabbinic authority for the Assembly
(MAS) is Rabbi Jacobs. Each
Synagogue is totally autonomous
and, indeed, observes slightly different practices, but each accepts and
respects the independence and
integrity of the others in an atmosphere of brotherhood and tolerance.

The Conservative Synagogue of
North West London was started by
three members of Rabbi Michael
Leigh 's
Edgware
Reform
Synagogue, although each of them
had had an orthodox background.
This positive step taken to create an
in d ep endent
Cons ervative
Synagogue has been proved overwhelmingly successful. The remaining Conservative Cfe¢t;z4rtz did not

leave Edgware Reform Synagogue.
It still holds monthly Sfeczbb¢f tradi-

tional style services as an alternative
to the main one, thus satisfying the
needs of some members within the
Reform Synagogue and with the
blessing and encouragement of its
wise and far-sighted Rabbi.
The Masorti Movement is, therefore, not exclusive. With imagination cfeczvztrof outside the Assembly

can, and do work.
But synagogues such as Rabbi
Leigh's are not to be found
everywhere.
There is no doubt that in order
for the Conservative, or Masorti
movement to spread its message it
must function independently of any
other religious organisation. However, as has been proved, it is not
exclusive and because of its nature
it can encourage like minded Jews
with other affiliations to study and
enjoy its approach.
If the movement encourages
more Jews to love their Judaism and
to embrace it in a way which brings
meaning to them it must flourish as
a new alternative on the British
scene and must be welcomed with

joy.I

]aclyn Chernett was a member of the council
of Edgware & District Reform Synagogue.
She helped to form the Conservative
Synagogue of North West London early in
1985. She is now director of the Masorti
Association.
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servative Judaism are the

THE

centrality
POSITS
of theOF
foczJczcfeafe,
CON-

liberally interpreted; the retention
of traditional order of the Service;
with the primacy of Hebrew; Sfeczbb¢f and Kasferztf - all viewed within
a `positive historical' non-fundamentalistic concept. It could be

argued that British Reform is
pledged to these very things. In
fact, it would be nice to argue that
Reform here is the equivalent of
American Conservative as it is often
so identified. After all, the feczJczchz.c

procedures of our Beth Din are
almost identical with the Conservative Committee on Law and Standards: Jewish descent through the
mother; the insistence on a properly
executed Gef - bill of divorce where possible; mz7cz (circumcision)
and rei/!.J¢fo (ritual immersion) for

There are, however, factors
within RSGB that clearly militate
against the claim that British
Reform is Conservative. The old
classical Reform tradition dies very
hard here and the evidence before
our eyes within our synagogues
points to a desire for minimalism
and assimilationism by large mumbers of our congregants who deny
being
`too
religious',
either
genuinely or for fear of seeming `orthodox'. This approach is inherent
and inevitable in British Reform
which historically has laid a great
emphasis on a Judaism consisting
only of synagogue services which
were non-participatory, conducted
by rabbi and choir. There was never
any great emphasis on profound
Jewish learning for laymen, still less

•on

intense

personal

observance.

Worse still, a pseudo-theology of
`personal choice' has developed.

This virtually left everyone to `make
up their own minds' on this or that
subject. Now Reform is trying to
overcome this with various Guides,
positive Jewishly orientated study
and Youth programmes. The older
style is far from Conservatism
which, officially at any rate, is committed to learning, fe¢/czcfe¢fe and a

fuller Sabbath prayer book than the
one RSGB uses even now.

proselytes. K¢£ferztf is regarded officially as a positive 77tz.fzvczfe. The

guide to Sfeczbb¢f shows a serious

and detailed approach to the subject.

Furthermore,

many

Reform

Jews, not all by any means, regard
the Reform Synagogues of Great
Britain as some sort of halfway
house and yearn for a greater
traditionalism. Some would say out
of nostalgia, yet others genuinely
seek a greater depth of religious

At the affiliation level, the RSGB
is connected with the World Union
for Progressive Judaism, a shadowy
organisation which includes as its
largest constituent the American
reform group, the Union of American Hebrew Congregations with
which we are embarrassingly connected. This latter organisation tolerates 400/o of its rabbis officiating
at mixed marriages, admits Jewish

and
new
religious
movements continues
to be
CONVERSIONS
TO CUITS
highly controversial in the Jewish
community. Community leaders
have described such groups as the
Unification Church (Moonies) , the
Hare Krishnas and Jews for Jesus as
a distinct threat to the Jewish community. A recent publication of the
Task force on Missionaries and
Cults under the sponsorship of the
Jewish Community Relations Councils of New York puts it this way:
`No one is immune to the
insiduous activities of these
groups. They have spread
their net to ensnare the
most vulnerable of our
people; kindergarten children, highschool and college students, senior citizens, new immigrants, and
the indigent - even the hospitalized,.

In efforts to explain Jewish membership in cult movements, Jewish
spokesmen have portrayed it as the
result of psychological maladjustment and extreme social pressure the brainwashing hypothesis - I;articularly at critical points in life . The
cult members, says Rabbi Maurice
Davis, a leading Jewish anti-cultist,
"sell their souls for the security of

slavery at a time when they may feel
lonely or when one has doubts
about life".
Cult movements,
charges Martin Damn, the former
director of the Task Force on Ivlissionaries and Cults "alter and control behaviour through mind control" .

Scholars of contemporary religion, however, have shown that
many individuals who join cult
movements are sincere and motivated by spiritual and religious concerns. Professor Harvey Cox of Har-

descent through the father and
ignores , notoriously, such 777ztzvof as
kczsforwf . The international arm of

the Conservative movement is called
the
Worl d
Co unci I
of
Synagogues, a much smaller and
less effective body than the WUPJ,
but more cohesive in its halachically
based standards.
Conservative Judaism in this
country
has
been
officially
organised since 1979 in the A4czsoJ'£z.

(traditional) Association, a small
group of like-minded Jews drawn
from the New London, the New
North London and, now, the Con-

4

wHyvounG|Ews

CDHEHHS
Charles Selengut
vard Divinity School explains cult
membership as part of American
youth's growing interest in Eastern
spirituality. Professor Larry Shinn
of Bucknell University in a forthcoming study of Hare Krishna
devotees points out that a majority
of those he interviewed were

attracted by the theology and
aesthetics of the groups. Others like
psychiatrist J. Thomas Underleider
explain cult involvement as part of a
normal search for meaning and
resolution of psychological conflict.Even such outspoken critics of
new religious cults as Rabbi James
and Marcia Rudin acknowledge the
religious yearnings of many cult
.joiners. My own research and interviews with over one hundred Jewish
cult members has also convinced me
that theories about "brainwashing"
or ``mind control" are too simple
and do not do justice to the un fulfilled religious yearnings of many of
the Jewish converts. The fact of the
matter is that not everyone is a prospect for religious conversion. Individuals involved and committed to a
particular religious community and
life-style are generally not open to
conversion attempts. Conversely
individuals with a limited or unsatislying religious life who are "in
search of the sacred" make prime
candidates for conversion. And this
is usually the situation with Jewish
converts to cult movements. They
are, in almost every case, individuals who have not experienced
spirituality in a Jewish context nor
are most even aware of the vast
spiritual vistas contained within
Judaism. For the cult joiners, a personal relationship with God, mystical experience and an active religious community are things they do
not associate with Judaism. These
young people, however, are in
search of spiritual experience and
believe that they have found religious truth and holiness in the cult.
The failure to recognise the religious attractiveness of cult movements has led many Jewish commentators to misunderstand the
motivations for joining such groups.

servative Synagogue of North West
London, a few United Synagogue
members and a large sprinkling of
traditionally-minded Reform Jews.
Progress has been slow but recently
the three Conservative Synagogues
have banded themselves into a

tional.

for common association and action.
So there are here the seeds of a
fourth movement in the community
which will try and open new congregations. Theologically they will not
differ greatly from right wing
Reform, but in terms of synagogue
services they will be far more tradi-

ura.

`A4czsorfz. Assembly of Synagogues'

The

Mczsorfz.

Association

itself will somehow have to keep a
balance between its own j`4czsorfz.

style synagogue members and at the
same time other Jews who consider
themselves Conservative, but who
belong to Reform, United and at
least one small independent chav-

Can Reform contain this? Bear in
mind that hand-wringing is useless,
because Conservatism is here
regardless.
Here now is a potential rival -
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While the theological doctrines or
life-styles of these movements may
be distasteful we nonetheless need
to recognize the sincerity of those
who do join. So here I want to present a necessary corrective to current perceptions about Jewish cult
members. Through the findings of .
in depth interviews and questionnaires with over 100 Jewish menbers of the Hare Krishnas and the
Unification Church conducted in
five American cities, I want to present information about their social
and religious background and about
how and why they have left Judaism
and joined a cult movement.
I want to emphasize, however,
that in spite of the attractiveness of
cults for many young Jews nothing
suggested in these pages is meant to
deny the extensive and often aggressive missionary efforts undertaken
by cults. Nor are we suggesting that
cult groups do not on occasion take
advantage of the psychological vulnerabilities of new recruits. Such
attempts at getting people to join
are used by cult groups as they are
by other more established religious
organizations. Nonetheless, joining
a cult is not simply a matter of being
taken in by a missionary approach
but involves for most of those who
join a prior distancing, even alienation from Judaism.
Our studies show that young Jews
who join cults come from social
backgrounds quite similar to the
bulk of American Jewry. Almost all
come from families where, at least,
one of the parents had graduated
college. The majority of the parents
work in the professions, teaching or
the sciences or are employed as
executives and managers. The cult
members, themselves attended but not necessarily completed - the
more prestigious private and public
and proliferation of movements in
the community actually can be positive over all. If Reform synagogues,
urged on by the movement hierarchy, are prepared to experiment in a
more traditional, and not just a Liberal, direction, with alternative
Conservative-style services and take
seriously the movement's own
recommendations on Sfeczbb¢f, Kczs-

ferztf and deepening education -one
wonders how many really keep the
latter recommendations - they
might be able to retain Conservative interest.
But the Reform movement has to
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universities. About 60°/o of those I
spoke with graduated college but
over 85°/o had attended for at least
two years. I also met several Jewish
cult members who had received doctoral degrees in the arts, sciences
and law, among them Mose Durst
the current president of the American Unification Church. As other
researchers have also noted, the
Jewish cult members generally are
from upper middle income and, at
times, even very wealthy families.
Religiously, a clear majority of
the cult members - over 750/o come from families who were formerly affiliated with a synagogue
and over 900/o practiced such popular home rituals as Passover Seder
and Cfo¢#ztkczfe lights. Only nine of

the families of the one hundred
Jewish cultists I spoke with
attended synagogue weekly or biweekly but almost all of the families
who were synagogue affiliated
attended, at least, sometime during
the high holiday season. Very few of
the families kept kosher kitchens
but over fifty of those interviewed
had attended some type of
supplementary Hebrew or religious
school. Among those interviewed,
two of the Hare Krishna members
and one Unificationist had attended
an Orthodox sponsored day school
through the eighth grade.
In spite of their general similarity
to other American Jews, the cult
members I encountered spoke of
their upbringing as "non-religious".

Whether or not raised in the
synagogue affiliated homes, all but
one described the Jewishness of
their families as ethnic and cultural

his family.
`My father was

basically

anti-religious. He thought
religion was all superstition.

My mother, however, would
keep the holidays. She
would cook for Passover,
we'd recite the Fr.er Kachos,
you know, the four questions and invite the whole
family. And on Rosh
Hashana and Yon Kippur
we'd also invite the family.
B ut
thes e
celebrations
lacked a conscious spiritual
orientation. They weren't
really religious'.
Other respondents expressed disappointment over the absence of
religious understanding in their
experience with Jewish ritual life.
Typical of this attitude was the

remark of one member of the Unification Church.
`The thing that bothers me
most about my Jewish upbringing was that I didn't
understand the meaning of
things Jewish. When some
Orthodox people visited us
at our California center,
they got up real early and
put on phylacteries - rc/I.//I.«
I think you call them - and
explained it all to us, about.
the head and arm and worshipping God with the
whole body. I really found
that inspiring. My Judaism
had no such understanding.
We just did some things but
it never seemed related to
religious thinking'.
Still others felt that the religiosity of

rather than religious. One Krishna
devotee
raised
in
a
Jewish
neighbourhood in New York City
expressed it this way when I asked
him about religious observance in

the home was removed from any
mystical or transcendental reality.
"We did many rituals at home" said

reckon with Conservative/M¢so7~fz.

the freedom to develop them.
Perhaps external pressure and competition will make it now take up
the challenge more vigorously.

being
more
clearly
in
the
mainstream of moderate traditional
Judaism, historically characteristic
of Anglo Jewry. Furthermore, it
must cease to be ambivalent about

Continued

fecz/czcfeczfe , and make this the starting

point in religious debate, instead of
the `individual conscience'. And it
still needs to develop a more positive and clearly stated religious, as
distinct from administrative, programme.
Reform could, in theory, do all
this because it prides itself on its
openness to new ideas and offers

Rabbi Michael Leigh wczs bor" I-# Lo#cZo# j.#
1928. He has served at the Edgware & District
Reform Synagogue si,nce 1963. He has long
been a leading rabbinic figure within the

British Reform movement arguing for a more
traditional approach.

a current member of the Hare
Krishna,
`but it was a very rational
activity. I always thought my
parents did it for the kids
and not out of any real
religious fervor. I guess
that's typical of rationalist
reform Jews with whom
their religion doesn't mean
very much other than a kind
of ethnic identification'.
It is thus important to recognize
that the families of many of the new
converts enacted some religious
rituals but such activity was unrelated to an active belief in the reality of God, a specifically religious
imperative and intellectual and
theological understanding.
Cultural or folk religion may,
indeed, be the norm in contemporary Jewish life. Occasional attendance
at
synagogue
services,
involvement in Jewish charity fund
raising and the sanctification of
major life cycle events make up the
content of Jewish religiosity for the
bulk of American Jewry. As
Jonathan Woocher has pointed out,
the religiosity of American Jewry is
a kind of Jewish "civil religion"
which while binding the community
together around a common core of
beliefs tends to downgrade religious
law and doctrine as it relates to
everyday life.
The typical Jewish convert to cult
movements finds this type of religiousness unsatisfying. What they
seek is a religious system which
would incorporate divine law and
sacred meanings into everyday life.
"True religion" said one respondent
"should make you think of God and

serve IIim all the time". For a
majority of the Jewish members of
the Hare Krishna and the Unification Church, dissatisfaction with
what they perceived as a vacuous

::¥£:t:i::I:v:en]][g:°cnh'i[:a:oedeaa#}=
almost every case well before they
ever met the cult movement. But
the active search for religious
experience generally first began in
the teem and college years and it
took the form of wide reading in
spiritual texts, college courses in
religion and participation in yoga
and meditation practice.
Among the Krishna devotees,
three fourths of those I interviewed
had practiced organized yoga and/
or various forms of Eastern meditation for at least three years prior to

their conversion. Still others had
accepted "Jesus as saviour" before
their conversion to the Hare
Krishnas and a majority of the
Krishna devotees were full vegetarians before affiliating with the
group. Among the Unificationist
respondents,
formal
religious
interest and involvement was less
typical prior to their becoming
Unificationists.
The
Jewi sh
Moonies had tended toward political action groups with distinctly
Marxist themes. But even among
the more politically and "this
worldly" Moonies about half of the
respondents had experimented with
various religious and proto-religious

groups as EST, Evangelical Christianity, Transcendental Meditation
and hatha-yoga.
Related to their spiritual quest
was a sense among them that they
were out of phase with the surrounding society and culture, both
general and Jewish. Most of the
respondents felt that regardless of
the state of their college, family, or
work careers, including some with
high levels of success, something
was wrong with their life. Most
claimed that they felt they ought to
be doing something else but did not
know what that "something" was.
Other
respondents
spoke
of
psychological symptoms. "Before I
came to Krishna and started chanting I had no inner peace. I was
always full of anxiety; just couldn't
relax". Another put it in family
terms, "I was always fighting with
my parents, nothing seemed to go
right, I was tortured by confusion. I
couldn't stand up to my parents".
The Jewish cult members claim
that affiliation with the cult Inovement resolved their outstanding
moral ambiguities and provided an
experience of the ultimate, of God,
of absolute truth. Joining enabled
new converts to affiliate with a community into which they fitted
philosophically and emotionally.
Converts spoke of ``coming home",
knowing "this was always what I
was looking for" and "fitting right
in" in describing their conversion
experiences. Some emphasized the
moral meaning they discovered:
`1 have quit smoking, stop-

ped all illicit sex, stopped all
intoxication (pot, coffee,
speed). I have a realization
of the meaning of life.

Everything pertaining to
everyday life now has a dif-

ferent meaning and I look
upon my actions with
scrutiny'.
Others spoke of the sense of
confidence
and
certainty
which came fi-om their conversion experience.
`When I joined, my search
for the absolute truth was
quenched'.
Given the religious biography of
these joiners it would be incorrect
to portray affiliation with the cults
as a radical identity transformation.
They are not pious and involved
Jews who, at one moment in time,
convert to a strange and foreign
religion. Rather such religious alternations reflect a larger biographical
theme which predates conversion to
the cult movement. Unlike most
Catholics or Protestants who join
cult groups, the Jewish members
claim that joining the cult represents for them a discovery of tramscendental religion and the reality of
a personal God - experiences they
claim they did not have in the
Jewish community. As one respondent put it "Judaism was so ethnic
and nationalistic it wasn't religion".
And the Krishna devotee son of
Jewish though Marxist oriented
parents
put it this
`Sometimes
myway:
parents or

others ask me, "if you
wanted religion so badly
why didn't you get it from
Judaism?" The fact that I
did not experience a vibrant
fulfilling Judaism led me to
Krishna
Cons ci ousness
where I have found spiritual
satisfaction. This does not
mean that Judaism does not
offer it but I never got it
there' .
The new convert, then, does not
so much reject the Jewish re/I.gz.o# most have not experienced Jewish
religious spirituality - as it is a break
with an ethnic family tradition. The
cults, to the contrary speak openly
and unabashedly about God and his
relationship with the faithful. They
emphasize God's directives to
humankind. His.demands for ethical and ritual observance and the
need for discipline and obedience.
And above all the new religions provide a powerful vision that is to be
realized if only the faithful, and
others who can be converted, join
together in devotion to that call and
that vision. For the first time in
their lives, these new converts
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experience a sacrilization of mumdane reality. All action, all experience, all relationships now take on
sacred and ultimate meaning.
The Jewish religious experience
of the cult members was to the contrary unrelated to transcendental
belief. The Jewish cult members
come from those sectors of American Judaism most affected by the
modernization of the Jewish religion in which the loss of the sacred is
most profound. The forces of modernization involving pluralism and
secularization have increasingly
detached Jewish norms and customs
from their transcendental moorings.
This loss of the sacred dimension in
Jewish culture has resulted in a
chronic crisis of meaning in defining
Jewish identity and specifying an
authentic Jewish religious modernism. Jewish religious activity, having lost its sacred imperatives, has
become problematic for many modern Jews. In the view of the Jewish
cult member, the absence of ultimate meaning and divine imperative is not the case in cult communities. The "inner logic" of
human action, in these groups,
always entails theological meaning
and cosmic truth. The normative
patterns of group life are legitimated with distinct reference to the
religious belief systems which are
seen as reflecting transcendental
truth. The result being that the
former "ethnic" Jew now feels he or
`she is living a fully religiously meaningful life.

The expressed - though by no
means realized - universalism of
cult movements also attracts those
young Jews who are disenchanted
with what they perceive as the
parochialism of Judaism. Feelings
of alienation from a Judaism which
saw itself as familial and ethnically
distinctive was expressed by every
Jewish convert I interviewed. Quite
typical was the remark by a Unification Church member who was
nevertheless sympathetic to his
Jewish background. "It always
bothered me", -he said,' "that
Judaism was only for the Jews; redemption should be for all people".
The new movements speak to this
discomfort by encouraging the converts tQ shed their Jewish identity.
In joining the cult, they are no
longer "Jewish" but adherents of a
universal faith open to all humankind with eschatological goals
shared by all peoples. The Jewish
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converts are now no different from
their CatFolic or Protestant peers.
Every new convert - Jew or Gentile
- gives up a past religious or ethnic
identity. The Jewish members are in
this sense "equal" in the new movements; they are no more new or
foreign than anyone else. For young
Jews uncomfortable with their marginal Jewish identity this is a serious
"plus" for joining the movements.
The new converts also reject what
they perceive to be an overly individualistic and acquisitive Jewish
middle class society from which
they come and for whom worth is
measured in exclusively materialistic terms. For the converts, utilitarian considerations stressing thisworldly goals are immoral and
irrelevant to a person of faith. The
only way of knowing and doing the
"good" and the "right" is in obedience to the religious authorities
whose goal is the total transformation of the human condition. Here
we have a case of ``realities in conflict". The Jewish middle class
parent is often shocked and bewildered by the passion and commitment of the new convert, by his
denial of self for the movement. For
the new believers, living in a "blaze
of sacred reality" aflame with their
millenarian
aspirations,
middle
class culture is seen as dreary and
self-indulgent concerned with transitory matters and not with religious
essence.

According to all available studies
of new religious movements, Jews
are overrepresented - in proportion
to their numbers in the total population -in American cult movements.
The significance of this helps to
inform us about the condition of
Jewish identity. Unlike most past
apostates, often referred to as
A4esfez4mczdz.in, the Jewish cult mem-

bers do not convert for personal or
material gain. By and large, their
new commitment is the result of a
religious odyssey in search of a sacred life they did not find in Judaism.
Most sociologists explain the high
proportion of Jews in cults as the
result of an "oversupply of young
Jews" without deep religious socialization and experience and view it as
a direct consequence of the secularization of American Judaism.
`Jewish overrecruitment by
cults would seem primarily
to reflect that, in contem-

porary America, Judaism
has been more greatly

erroded than Christianity by
the process of secularization' .

There is a more significant Jewish
issue that emerges from this. In
their experience even the "religious" activities of childhood - Seder,
Bar Mitzvah, Chanukah tilgiv+s,
religious school, perhaps synagogue
attendance - were themselves transformed and experienced as nonreligious cultural expressions. Put
simply, these activities were not
encounters with the holy, they were
emptied of specifically transcendental meaning. The secularization of
Judaism is not only to be seen in the
low rates of synagogue attendance
or ritual performance but perhaps
more importantly by the removal of
religious elements from Jewish
religious observances themselves.
We can speak of a double secularization process within contemporary
Jewish life, general secularization
referring to the diminution of
Jewish religious identification and
observance and internal secularization specifying the loss of religious
meaning and sacred elements within
the context of ritual and synagogue
life itself . Put simply, for many contemporary Jews, religious ritual performance has lost its sacred dimensions and has been replaced by
ethnic and familial consideration.
This process is particularly problematic in Judasim because Jewish
religiosity is so home and ritual centered. Internal secularization strikes
at the very core of Jewish religious
identification and has made it difficult for modern Jewish families to
insure Jewish continuity.
What can be done? The way to
deal with the cult phenomenon is
through active demonstration of
what a full Jewish life entails; the
holiness and transcendence of the
Sabbath, of Jewish prayer, of Jewish
learning and the particularly Jewish
sense of enthusiasm for the spiritual
and transcendental in human
experience. This cannot be done
through weekend retreats, publicity
campaigns or special task forces important as they may be - but
through the timeless process of family socialization and religious training. The task is clearly for Jews to
rediscover their spiritual roots. I
Dr. Charles Selengut is a #ofed );owns Amcr!.can sociologist. He teaches at the County College of Morris, Randolph, New Jersey. This
article is based upon a lecture delivered in
Switzerland in 1985 .

IIELIICS

Libyan Desert, or protecting Britain with a pike.
Being no different from most
other youngsters of my age and
upbringing, I scoured the columns
of the Ivew Sfczfes777cz# for models of

LI,Ill
World War ended, like

I sat
WIIENevery
TIIEyoungster
SECOND

back back and took stock of my
changed situation. Suddenly I had a
future again. It hadn't been possible
to plan before, for after school you
were called up, and then it was
touch or go whether you ended up
on the Bumia Road, in a tank in the

for ideology and in daily expectation of revolution had had enough.
Rabbi Meir was expelled by his
colleagues in the Talmud when he
produced a hundred arguments for
a decision and a hundred arguments
against. He was rightly considered
too clever by half. When I could
give a plausible argument for any
school of Zionism, Marxism and the
Conservative Party, I knew that I
had come to the end of the road.
The revolutions it is true came and

Utopia and I went on a movement
crawl, like the pub crawls of my
elders but no betters. For I was earnest if humourless. In the Jewish
world I conscientiously worked my
way through Habonim, Hashomer
Hatzair, Bachad, Torah va-Avodah,
went, as the IVcw Sfczfesmfl# so conMaccabi and the Grosvenor Rooms
fidently predicted. What it did not
at Willesden. In the non-Jewish
world I attended meetings of the
predict was that they didn't seem to
make much difference, except the
Labour League of Youth, the
advertising got slicker in socialism
Anarchist Coffee Bar, the Junior
and capitalism alike.
Imperial League, Young Britons
and the Young Communist League.
I picked up E/ccfcd Sz./c7icc in a
bookshop, and was scandalised.
I showed neither favouritism nor
Here was a man, politically engaged
bias. But even I, though a glutton

Curtis Cassell

ago, on May 3rd, 1909, the

death occurred
at the
age of
SEVENTY
SEVEN
YEARS
97, of the Rev. Professor David
Woolf Marks, D.D . , the first Senior
Minister of the West London
Synagogue and the father of AngloJewish Reform. Of his last hours,
his daughter Frances informs us:
"He was not ill at all on Sunday - on
the contrary, that day he was bright,
cheerful and full of animated conversation. He ate and drank well,
had his favourite work of Dickens' David Copperfield - reed zL]oud to
him from 3 p.in. till 7.30 and had

been up some two or three hours,
walking from his bedroom to his lib-

rary and back to his bed, with all his
usual power. It was his custom
always, after saying his evening
prayer, to review his day, and on
Sunday night, just before I left him
to his nurse, he put his hands
together and said: `1 thank Thee,
Lord, for a happy and peaceful day,
free from pain or care.' On leaving
him I asked: `How are you tonight,
beloved?' and he answered: `Quite
comfortable, my child -good night
and God bless you.' He slept from 9
to 12 p.in., awoke then and took
some brandy, slept again till 2 a.in. ,
when he had some hot Benger's
food, complained very slightly that
he had a little flatulence after taking
it, but laid himself down to sleep,
and five minutes later, with a sweet

smile on his face, which looked
absolutely childlike - it was so
peaceful - his great soul had passed
away.„

Twenty seven years earlier when
the Rev. Philip Magnus, later Sir
Philip Magnus, resigned from the
Ministry at
Upper
Berkeley
Street,
aprofessor
Marks
wrote
the follow-

ing letter to the then Senior Warden:
`Mr dear Mr. Schloss,

I am informed that it is your purpose to raise the question, at the
next meeting of the Council of filling the vacancy about to be created
by the retirement of my Colleague
and friend Mr. Magnus.
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like me and freethinking, who cared
and had a conscience, explaining
why he had decided to opt out and
become a monk, and retreat into a
monastery where they only spoke in
sign language. It was far more

1 still recommend Elected Silence.
Its religion is romantic but it is real.
I would read it in tandem with
Monica Furlong's biography of
Tholnas Merton, the monk in question. I always wondered what had

shocking

happened to him after those grim

than

Lczdy

Cfeflffcr/ey's

Lover which you could get in Paris
from the Olympia Press.
I couldn't stop reading and in fact
it terrified me. At one point Thomas
Merton describes how the bells of
that awful monastery seemed to call
him to them. I panicked and
thought what if those dreadful bells
should toll for me. For the first time
religion wasn't a joke but a menace
and the book was so well written it
scared me stiff . Nevertheless it
made me think for the first time of
another revolution, which would
not start off in the world but in me.
`You will readily conceive that in

this question I take a deep and
absorbing interest. No father can
have for his child an affection more
intense than I have for the congregation of which I might in one sense
regard myself as its parent. Not only
was I permitted to usher it into
being, but I have also been
privileged to minister unto it for
nearly forty years. It will not, therefore be considered an exaggeration
when I declare that of all the wishes
of my heart, that of serving the
future is the uppermost.
`In the month of November next
when, as I am told, the connection
of Mr. Magnus with our Synagogue
is to terminate, I shall have entered
my 70th year. My worthy colleague,
Mr. L6wy is, I believe, some two or
three years my junior, but upon him
time seems to have laid its hand
more heavily than upon me, and we
may be both fairly set down as old
men. Up to the present time my
health has been fairly good and I do
not think - altho' we are all incompetent judges in our own case -that
I have proved unequal to the duties
appertaining to my office. The last
winter tried me sorely. I was
scarcely able to attend Sabbath
Evening Service during December
and January, and I was not
infrequently absent on Saturday
Mornings. As I advance in my
career I have no right to expect an
immunity from similar attacks.
`1 would also impress upon you

that our congregation has now
grown very large and that there is
daily a demand for the performance
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gates had closed behind him. Did he
personally dissolve in all those
prayers? Did he keep a personality
at all? Trappist robes reveal
nothing. Did he ever regret the
world he left behind with its spirituality and its sins?
The biography shows something
the autobiography never led me to
expect. In a strange way Thomas
Merton got more involved in the
world after he left it. In trying to
become a detached contemplative,
he became political again. The
other world led him back to this

of some duty or other connec.ted
with the minister's office. All this
may be less apparent to my colleagues, because whatever be
required of the minister, whether it
be to perform a marriage, to solemnise a funeral, attend a b'rz.ffe, to
wait on a lady attending Synagogue
after accouchement, to visit the
sick, to pray with the dying, to perform private commemorative services on any or every day of the
week or to read services at the
house of mourning during the week,
falls almost without exception to my
share. Not that my colleagues are
unwilling to share in these duties,
but because the congregants in general look to me for the performance
of them.
`Bearing in mind what I have

one. His later life was as unexpected as his strange death from
electrocution in .Bangkok. If I had
known then what I know now,
E/ccfed Sz.Je#cc might not have set
off a bomb in me. But I don't think
so. The fascination of Merton was
not just a post-war fact, because he
didn't point to any fashionable
revolution but to an inner one and
to an eternity. And his message still
conveys a shock - even to a Jewish
youngster today who is prepared to
face a point of view so individual, so
revolutionary in the truest sense.

Ehectied Silence by Thomas Merton, f irst published by Burrs & Oates 1949.
M:e!rton A Biograpky by Monica Furlong,
published in paperback by Darton, Longman
& Tiodd, 1985 , es .95 .

denly become temporarily vacant
by reason of sickness, or permanently so, from decline or death.
`On these grounds I should be
glad to know that means would be
taken to supply Mr. Magnus's place
as soon as it is vacant, so that what
prudence and foresight suggest
might be adopted to keep the congregation together in case of accident, and to quote the Scripture section of the current week "The Congregation of the Lord might not be
like
sheep
which
have
no
shepherd."
`1 leave it to you, if you deem it

desirable, to read at the meeting
what I have written. I had some
thought of addressing the Council in
a direct manner, but it occurred to
me that my intervention might posstated, I ask, is it right, is it prudent sibly be regarded as an interference
to suffer the working of a congregain a matter the determination of
tion like ours to rest in so great a
which rests with that body.
`Let me have a line of assurance
measure on the health or life of one
man, already sinking into the vale
that my letter has come to hand.
of years?
Yours very faithfully,
`Possibly it might occur to the

Council, as was suggested to me a
few days ago by an eminent
member of it with whom I conversed on the matter, to appoint for
the time being a person capable to
assist in the reading, when required,
of the public services. But this expedient would hardly meet my views,
because it would not relieve me
from anxiety about the future. What
seems to me most desirable, indeed
I might say indispensable, is that
there should be at hand a
thoroughly qualified person capable
of taking a place which might sud-

I

D.W. Marks'

Rabbi Curtis Cassell, bor7z I.# J9J2, is oHc o/
the last surviving graduates of the Hochschule
Ftir Die Wisseuschaft Des Judenlun'is in Ber-

lin where he studied under such giants as
lsmar Elbogen and Leo Baeck. After serving
as a rabbi in Frankfurt on the Oder for three
years until August 1939, he spent the war
years in the British Army. From late 1945
until 1948 he was rabbi of the reform
synagogue in Glasgow, from 1948-1957
associate minister at the West London
Synagogue, and from ]957-1977 he was rabbi
in Bulawayo, Rhodesia. He now lives in
active retirement in London.

THE OUTSIDER GETTING
INSIDE THE JEWISH SKIN
Deirdre Weizmann
D. M . Thomas is a poet who has translated the Russian poets Pushkin and Anna Akhmatova. He is also the best-selling
author of TheTNh:ite Tlotct which has been translated i,nto 14 languages, including Hebrew, and a further trilogy of
novels starting with the highly-acclaimed ALlaLlat.

The White Hotel rr\ct me at
in Hereford. Since
THEhis home
AUTHOR
OF
much of his work deals with the
Holocaust I was anxious to ask him
about his attitude towards Jews,
Judaism and Zionism. IIis work is
admired for its imaginative power
and poetic vision; in

7lfec Wfoz.fc

Hofc/ he paints a life-like portrait of

Freud,
making
the
great
psychoanalyst appear both humane,
and human. He is a modest, considerate man who speaks in an educated voice with a hint of Cornwall:
a relic of his boyhood in that diamatic, yet serene, English county
where he claims he never met a Jew.
He's a man who loves people and
holds it beyond comprehension to
despise another person because of
race, colour or creed. I asked him
about his feelings about Jews.
DMT: There are times when some
things they do, or say, just irritate
me! Just as some characteristics
make me feel very envious - like
their creative ability, and talent.
DW: What about the strong
Jewish sense of family loyalty?
DMT: This I both envy and am
slightly repelled by. I can well understand that it can be too close, too
claustrophobic. But I envy it, partly
because my own background was of
a close family circle: the equivalent
of gathering on the Sabbath over
the candles was Sunday night at
home round a piano, singing, with
the same sense of the family coming
together and of it being a special
day, and singing both hymns and
secular songs.

DW:
What does Jewish identity
mean to you? Is it ethical, ethnic or
out of the Wilderness, the Orie
spiritual?
God. Yes, spiritual.
DMT: Spiritual. The sense of carDW: In your novel Aztzrzzfthe poet
rying onward some sort of vision
Pushkin talks o£ `.. that close link
which I associate with Old Testabetween his own inspiration and a
ment images - the Burning Bush,
Noah's Ark, the journey, of course, strange external will' .
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DW: Do you think the Jews were
taken off their guard by the
Holocaust?
DMT: I suppose they must have
been unprepared, in spite of all the
signs and the pogroms, the actual
evidence of anti-semitism, of illtreatment, of ghetto-ising. One of
the most powerful images I have of
Jewishness is actually going to one
of the first ghettoes, in Venice - I
think that was where the word originated - seeing that island, almost
like a castle, and knowing that
there'd been Jews there, herded in;
a terrifying image. But despite that
long history of persecution, they
must have been incapable of believing that anyone would systematically kill, gas, and try to annihilate
the race. This is simply human
nature. I just don't know how this
could have happened. I just cannot
imagine the mentality of the Fascists. I'm consoled, in a way, that
many Jews, including victims of the
Holocaust cannot understand it
still. The writer Elie Wiesel for
example, who was a child in
Auschwitz. Looking back he still
cannot understand it. And I think
that if he couldn't, then I certainly
can't.

DW: Why did this appalling
experience call out to you to fictionalise it?
DMT: Why me? I suppose as a
child of eleven when the War ended ,
I was affected very strongly by the
photographs in the newspapers
from Belsen, in particular the
skeletal figures of Belsen. Later on,
as I grew up, I learnt more about
the Holocaust, so its enormity
seemed to cast a cloud over the
whole of our century, and I think it
still does. So anyone who is my age,
Jewish or not, knows that his time
has been rather poisoned by that.
DW: If you were aJew couldyou
ever come to terms with what hap-
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pened to the Jewish people?
DMT: Probably not.
DW: Could you forgive the world
for its apathy in the 'thirties?
DMT: The 'thirties were an awful
time anyway, of great, massive
atrocities like the Stalinist purges. It
must be terrifying to someone like
yourself to realise that if Hitler had
had his way you wouldn't exist. On
the other hand, there must come a
time when Jews do put the past
behind them. Never forget. But
start transforming it into positive
emotions of love. If I were Jewish, I
should be determined, I think, not
to become the persecutor in even
the smallest sense.
DW: What do you believe in?
DMT: I believe in Providence. I
believe in life as being meaningful God knows how! I shiver when I'm
asked to subscribe to a particular
credo, or dogma, yet I believe, in
spite of all the evidence to the contrary that there is some kind of
beneficent spirit at work in the Universe. A guiding flow of life.
DW: In yournovelArorczrthe poet
Pushkin talks of `.. that close link
between his own inspiration and a
strange external will'.
DMT: Yes, I believe fervently in
the Muse. I know I have to keep a
pure relationship with her, which
means being truthful in one's writing. That purity is the only way you
can hope the Muse will keep feeding you. And certainly there's
always
the
unexpected,
that
moment of pure joy when an idea
comes, when ap image comes,
which is fruitful, and procreates. I
was mentioning at lunch the particular magical moment when 7lfec
Wf3z.fc Hofc/ came, and I think this
was one novel which was given in a
very sudden, a very pure way to me.
Out of the accident of wanting a big
book to read while going to
America and finding Bczbz. yczr which
made sense in terms of what I'd
been writing about and brooding
about in the last two or three years,
and suddenly, a novel came, fully
formed into my head. I just needed
to write it. And these are moments
you feel grateful for. Because a lot
of the time, as a writer it's just hard
slogging, chiselling away at it, going
wrong constantly, having to make
endless rewrites. But sometimes

there are those moments when
something clicks.

PW:

How do you feel when that
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happens?
DMT: A feeling of grace, I suppose. Of grace bestowed on you.
DW: Let's talk about your novel
4r¢rcz£.You are obviously fascinated
by the Noah's Ark story.
DMT: What the story means for
me is that even if there were total
destruction, which is unimaginable
- that somehow life would reemerge again. There would be a
Noah and the rainbow would shine
again. I think there's always
renewal.
We went on to talk of Freud,
whom D. M. Thomas makes amazingly human: Freud comes across as
a great man who makes mistakes,
and admits he could have taken a
different direction in his work. "My
experience of psychoanalysis has
convinced me that telepathy exists.
If I had my life to go over again, I
should devote it to the study of this
t2ictor" . (The White Hotel -p .1] I)
DMT: Yes, Freud actually did say
that, you know. Funnily enough, I
had a letter from an American
analyst who-said he liked quite a lot
of my book, but to have fietionalised Freud saying such a
stupid t-hing was absolute rubbish! I

think Freud was a sensitive human
being; a man who was trying to
establish a science of the psyche,
and obviously failing in enormously
bad ways and possibly wrong, I
think, in trying to make a science of
it. He is an artist, and a poet, not a
scientist; and when he comes down
to some kind of definite, precise
theory, he does run the risk of
becoming ridiculous - and I would
agree with you there - but what I
love about him are the moments of
wise comments, like the one I quote
in the book where he says to his
patient: "I cannot cure your hysterical misery, but only turn it into normal human unhappiness" - there's
such a feeling of deep humanity and
wisdom in that; or when his father
died he said that something had
changed in the deeps of his being..
And usually he under-states, as
when his daughter, Sophie, died,
which I use in the book: "The house
is not the same without my Sunday
child, but on we must continue".
There's such deep feeling there. But
he was stoical. I admire the way he
endured his cancer and went on
treating people. His case-studies, I
think are beautiful stories, true or
not, they read like beautiful fictions, at a point where fiction

becomes truth. So that's why I
appreciate Freud. He may have
made mistakes in 77!e A#cz/yfz.s o/
Drc¢ms. Nevertheless to take a
dream, and show the richness of
every word, has changed our century and has actually given it poetry
when poetry was being drained
away by science and technology.
And though he never actually cured
the `Wolf Man', talking with Freud
for a long time gave him a certain
dignity that he wouldn't otherwise
have had.
DW: I think he's done women a
disservice because he's stereotyped
us. He's made men part of the great
external forces beyond ourselves.
He's threaded men into the mythology of this planet, with the Oedipus
complex, for instance. I just feel a
little bit left out!

DMT: Perhaps we're asking too
much of someone who was working
in the late 19th Century. Maybe it
was OK to build on all the things
he'd done and leave female sexuality for the future. Though, of
course, most of his classic case
studies are of women. And how
could Freud have been ignorant of
the importance of the Father in a
woman's life, when he had Anna,
his own daughter? I heard she burst
into the Director's room at the
Freud Institute, threw him down a
copy o£ The White Hotel a:nd said,
pointing to the (fictional) letters
from Freud at the beginning:
"Where did he find these letters? I
must find these letters!"
DW: Howdidyoufeel?
DMT: Flattered, actually.

DW: Let's tak about Israel. Could
we function as Jews without Israel?
DMT: If you want an outsider's
viewpoint - yes, certainly! It's marvellous that Jews have got their sacred land back, and one doesn't want
them to function without it. But
Jewishness is a spiritual quality.
And just as for almost 2,000 years,
Jews kept together as a community,
a brotherhood without Israel, kept
alive by the hope of it, so, if by ill
fate Israel were taken away, I'm
sure Jews are strong enough to hope
it would happen again. When I visited Israel myself , it brought Bible
history so close to me, just from the
place-names, so I had a glimmer of
what it means to Jews. I don't think
they're ever going to lose Israel.
They're too strong. When I saw
those traditionally dressed Jews
going to the Wailing Wall, I thought

il

long time ago, in Poland,

My Grandfather Knew

was a A
young
man, the
0NCEthere
UPON
TIME,
A
scion of a poor but upright Hasidic
family, who decided to do away with
himself . He came to this decision as
a result of much reflection. Perhaps
he was haunted by his break with his
family's religious tradition or with
the family itself . Perhaps he thought
that having left the - to him - stultifying warmth of the Hasidic world
that there was no room for him
elsewhere. Perhaps he was influenced by his wide reading in the
romantic Yiddish literature of his

ISAAC

BASHEVIS

SINGER
Larry Tabick

day.

Having decided on suicide, he
gave thought to the method. Eventually he settled on drowning. He
would go down to the river and
throw himself in.
Then something happened that
seemed to come straight from one
of those romantic novels. He went
down to the river and there he met a
young woman, and they began talking. She too had decided to kill herself by jumping into the river. They
immediately resolved to jump in
together - but the more they talked
the more they began to value life,
and each other, until the young man
said to the young woman: "Instead
of dying
together,
let's live
together".
You would be wrong if you
thought that this is merely a romantic tale from Mills and Boon. It is a
true story. The young man was my
grandfather,
Zalman
Weiland
Shlomo Yehudah ben Yisrael and
the young woman was his first wife.
I have called Zalman Weiland
"my grandfather" , but "step-grand-

father" would be more correct,
because he was my grandmother's
second husband and she was his second wife. In all the years I knew
him I always called him "Zalman" but he was the only grandfather I
ever knew on the maternal side, and
a great influence on my formative
years.

Zalman Weiland and his young
wife had one son. The boy grew and
the father began to find himself a
new life. A tailor by trade, the
young Zalman started to take an
active part in the Bund, a Jewish
socialist party that flourished in
inter-war Poland. It stood for the
Yiddish language, self-government
for Jewish communities in the lands
of their residence, and for a secular
Jewish nationalism, plus the desire
to reform both Jewish and Polish
society along socialist lines. It stood

opposed to both Zionism and
Orthodoxy. It was affiliated with a
number of specifically Jewish trade
unions, and put up candidates for
the Polish Parliament and local elections. Historically this proved to be
a deadend, due to Polish antisemitism and Hitler, but we can say
that only because we are blessed
with twenty-twenty hindsight. Zalman Weiland and his colleagues
could not have been expected to
foresee the tragedy that awaited
them. Nowadays the Dundist movement is an almost forgotten chapter
of our history, but it had a large
influence on labour movements
both here and, even more so, in the
United States. Moreover, it provides us with many examples of
courage and self-sacrifice on behalf
of the Jewish people.

Continued

they were as strong as the world.
DW: The native-born Israeli, the
Sabra, is often much more secular.
Is he right to jettison taboos and
ritual?
DMT: I feel I'm intruding into
areas I've no right to intrude into,
but I must admit I do find some of
these taboo things rather off-putting. On the other hand, clearly,
ritual is important for any religion
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and I think we as secular Westerners
suffer from a total lack of ritual.
DW: Are there no Christian rituals?

DMT: Yes, but they're fading, like
the Sunday opening about to be passed in Parliament. Although I
applaud it in some ways, everyone
needs one day which steps back
from history, from the normal
routine. I think perhaps Jews could

Zalman was primarily involved in
the trade union side of the Bund,
and he brought to this work all the
passionate conviction that he had
previously brought to Hasidism.
Indeed it was probably amongst the
followers of the Kotzker rebbes as a
child that he learned that "passion
for truth" that characterized him all
his life. His Bundist colleagues recognised this, for they jokingly
declared that he addressed groups
of Jewish workers like a rebbe
preaching to his Hasidim.
Throughout its history the Polish
Bund was the champion of Yiddish
language and literature as the language of the people, and many of its
adherents, Zalman included, were
drawn into literary circles. During
those inter-war years, my grand-

father was a member of the Yiddish
PEN club in Warsaw, a club that
numbered among its other members
both Israel Joshua Singer and his
now more famous younger brother
Isaac Bashevis Singer. Zalman
knew them all.
So the young disaffected Hasid
who had contemplated suicide
found love and a new cause. But for
Zalman Weiland, as for so many of
his generation, the sands of time
were running out. September 1,
1939 was approaching, and with it
the terrors of war and persecution.
With the Nazi occupation of most
of Poland, Bundist efforts were
largely directed towards organizing
a Jewish resistance, members of
which fought heroically in the
holocaust to come. But some of the
leadership was helped to escape,
primarily to the relative safety of
the Soviet Union. Mainly through
the efforts of American Bundist
sympathizers, Zalman, along with
other Polish Jewish Socialists, was
able to obtain a visa for the United
States. Visas, however, were hard to
get and scarce, and a difficult decision had to be made: families were
to remain behind, among them Zalman's young son and the boy's

strike a balance between what the
stern traditionalists have now and
the completely secular viewpoint
which I think would be dangerous
and might risk losing that precious
identity which they have had.
DW: Finally, for obvious personal
reasons let me refer to the Weizmann Insti.tute of Science in
Rehovot, whose aim is to improve
the quality of life through scientific
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mother. No doubt it was planned
that they would attempt an escape
later, but no one foresaw the
thoroughness and ferocity of the
Nazi extermination programme. My
grandfather never saw them again.
Zalman's brother too remained, and
was among those who struggled and
died in the Warsaw ghetto.
The Soviet authorities were apparently helpful to the fleeing Bundists in this early phase of the war,
for somehow Zalman was able to
make his way eastward through
Soviet territory. He travelled for
days on the Trams-Siberian railway,
and passed through Stalin's so-called "Jewish Autonomous Region"
of Birobidzhan on the Manchurian
border.
From the Pacific Coast of the
U.S.S.R. he made his way to Japan,
then still not at war with the Allies.
He was given identity papers in
Japanese. From Japan he found passage to Sam Francisco, and then to
New York. During the war he, no
doubt, worked tirelessly for his
cause, but he also resumed his
trade, and his union activities in the
city's garment industry, then heavily
Yiddishized. He maintained his Yiddish literary interests as well.
Indeed all these areas kept him busy
well into his retirement, all except
the tailoring.
And it was in March 1952 that

Zalman Weiland met his second
wife, Ruth Fisher, my grandmother.
Actually I met him before she did.
My parents were away on holiday
together. I was on holiday too, but
separately, with my grandmother.
We went to stay in a hotel in
Lakewood, New Jersey, far enough
from New York City to feel like the
country, but near enough for easy
travelling by coach. At that time,
the town was a frequent short-vacation spot for middle-aged and
elderly,
often Yiddish-speaking,
New Yorkers. One crisp morning
my grandmother had some business
to attend to in the hotel, so she sent
and medical research. Its symbol, or
logo, is the tree. The Tree of Life.
Or the Tree of Knowledge. What's
your picture of Israel today?
DMT: I know my picture was radically changed by my visit to Israel. I
went to Jerusalem on the Christian
Easter. There had been some bombings and I was afraid a mad gunman
would burst through the city, firing.
Instead I found there a great feeling
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me outside onto the hotel grounds
to play ball. I played for a while by
myself when a gentleman, smoking
a pipe and sitting on the hotel's
porch, began talking to me in somewhat broken English with a strong
East European accent. In reply to
his questions, I told him that I had
come on holiday with my grandmother, but having seen her, he
insisted that this lady must in fact be
my mother -what a flatterer! No, I
told him, and set him straight. Then
she came out to the porch, he introduced himself and within the year
they were married.
Zalman and I quickly became
friends. We played together when I
visited my grandmother, and we
talked together a lot over the ensuing years. We had a bargain at one
time: he would teach me Yiddish
and I would teach him English, but
his English rapidly outpaced my
Yiddish. His lessons with my grandmother were more frequent than
mine with him, and he worked harder at his task than I did at mine.
As the years went by and I grew
into adulthood, I learned more and
more from him and about him. Zalman was a man of great compassion
and high moral concern, and he
always urged me to seek the heights
of the human, and especially
Jewish, spirit through good books.
He was a man of deep convictions,
who nevertheless respected others
for theirs.

Zalman, like the vast majority of
Bundists, was an atheist, and maintained this conviction throughout
his life, and was strengthened in it,
no doubt, by the loss of so much of
his family during the war. Once
when I was young he had a row with
his mother-in-law, my great-grandmother, who lived with Ruth and
Zalman in the early years of their

circumstances, say the ber¢cfe¢fo. He

respected the Maccabees for their
heroism, but could not thank God
for it. And many years later at his
death no prayers were said, except
by his grandson the Reform rabbi.
In his later years, we often discussed and argued about Judaism,
especially Reform and Hasidism.
He was very sympathetic and understanding of my religious views, but
he could not follow me. He
respected my beliefs, I think,
because he felt that I had not come
to them lightly - they were not
learned by rote from parents or
grandparents. And he was certainly
pleased by the Jewish turn my life
had taken.
Still, because he recognised that
the highest human ideals are prominent in Judaism, he could lead a
seder of sorts for cousins from
Poland whom he had helped to
come to the U.S. in the 1960's. They

had never seen a scczer of any kind perhaps Zalman felt that their own
exodus required one. And, in the
1980's, he could try to sing bz.rkcJ
foflmczzo73 with my wife and child,

despite his Ashkenazi pronunciation and his inab.ility to carry a tune.
One of my fondest memories of
Zalman actually concerns a Jewish
festival: Pztrz.in. True, in many ways,
Pztr!.77t is our least religious festival,

but it is not without its religious
aspects. I.was about ten years old, I
guess, maybe older. Zalman wrote a
Purim shpiel for my great-gra.nd-

mother's entertainment - and therefore it was entirely in Yiddish. I
don't remember any of the dialogue
-I didn't have many lines, anyway but I'm sure it was filled with jokes,
puns and witticisms. He cast me in
the dual roles of Mordechai and

marriage. My old Bwbbc was strictly

King Ahasuerus - I had to keep
changing hats - he cast his wife as
Haman, and what a marvellously

/rz/77?. She insisted that as the man

wicked villain she was, and he cast

of the house Zalman should light

himself as - you guessed it - Queen
Esther. Wearing a negligee and a
diaphanous veil, and padded in all

the Cfe¢#Lfkczfe candles. He agreed

to light them, but would, under no
of holiness and stillness. I know that
an enormous amount of peaceful,
scientific and artistic work going on
there which is for the benefit of all
humanity, at the Weizmann Institute, for example. We tend to hear
less about these good things. I just
hope that as the Millennium
approaches, the Yeatsian vision

towards Bethlehem to be born' won't happen. That the Israelis can
find the wisdom and the generosity
to make a just settlement with their
Arab neighbours; and that the wonderful creative gifts of Jews can be
used in harmony with them to
create a truly Holy Land.I

(£Iom The Second Coming) Of aL
`.rough
beast'
which
`slouches

Deirdre Weizmann I.I a wrz.fcr o/ boffe poetry
and prose. She lives atwindsor.
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the right places, he stepped into the
centre of the lounge, and in a
squeaky,
high-pitched
voice
declared: ``Ich bin Esther Hamalkeh" "I am Queen Esther". We
three, my great-grandmother, my
grandmother and I, just fell about
laughing.
This is the way I remember my
grandfather.
Moreover, his story, personal
though it is, is also symbolic of that
of his generation: those who were
adults at the time of the Holocaust
and who had struggled to build
Jewish life in Eastern Europe, only
to see it destroyed before their very
eyes. And those who survived, who
despite haunting memories and
shattered dreams, built a new life
for themselves in new lands. We are
their heirs. We are their surety that
they will not be forgotten.
Separated though we were in
years, in experience, and latterly, in
miles, Zalman and I were, I believe,
very close in spirit. But there is yet
another dimension to our relationship, another connection between
us, one of an almost mystical
nature. In Kabbalistic and Hasidic
literature this sort of thing is called
a fzkkz{#, a repair, in the sense of

one event making reparation for
another, when on the surface the
two
seem
totally
distinct.
~ For
a long
time
my Hebrew name

was a bit of a mystery so when, as
an adult, I needed it so I could be
called to the Torah, I had to ask my
grandmother.
She toldbut
me son
it was
"Yehuda Avraham",
of

whom? The answer was unclear,
because my father is not Jewish. I
investigated the problem, without
kliowledge of Zalman's first family,
and discovered that one tradition in
such cases is to call the child "ben
Yisrael" - son of Israel - and so I
added that to what my grandmother
had said. Then my grandfather told
me about his son. His name was
Israel. Zalman, the atheist, felt that
my choice of name had not been fortuitous, but somehow guided. He
told me that he felt as if I were the
son of his own son, the son Israel
Weiland never had. I felt both hum-

ble and proud.I
Rabbi Larry Alan Thbick BA MA, was born I.#
Brooklyn, New York, in 1947. A graduate of
Leo Baeck College, he served the Hampstead
Reform community before going to Middlesex
New Synagogue as Assistant Minister.
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LET'S

PRI:TEND
Wend Green
told that you're suffering
from aWANT
disease that
is likely
D0 YOU
TO
BE

to be fatal, or would you rather be
kept in the dark?
Of course, I don't mean do you
want to be told you're suffering
from terminal illness; of course you
don't. Very few people want that
sort of information. What I meant
was, if you were (G.F.) actually suffering from such a disease, or
indeed not actually suffering but
just having it, would you want to be
told?

Would you want your nice, kind,
friendly General Practitioner to
break the news to you gently, or
frankly say "Let's face up to this,
we're in it together?" The latter is of
course not true, for when the time
comes to shuffle off this mortal coil,
your G.P. may help, comfort and
support you, but you're the one
who's going, not the G.P.
Opinions about being told are
divided. Some just don't want to
know anything, others want all the
information available. Most pretend.
Impending death and the process
of dying are still secret. They're not
even real secrets, they're pretend
secrets. Everyone knows, but
everyone pretends that the others
are in ignorance, so it can't be
talked about or discussed, or
brought into the open. All this is
very often to the detriment of the
dying, as well as those who care for
them. The pretence and lying undermine the trust and care when it's
needed most.
An elderly couple many years ago
received a circular from the Federation of Synagogues asking if they
wanted to reserve places in the
cemetery at Edmonton, which was
fast filling up. They tore the letter
into little shreds, as though by
eliminating the letter, they could
eliminate death, and their large

family now trudge annually to
Rainham.
An old aunt took any discussion
of death or making a will as a personal insult and proof of her family's
wish to get rid of her as soon as possible. She was convinced that making a will would be a sign to the
Almighty that she was ready to go.
The consequence was unseemly
squabbling after her death, because
she had not made her wishes
known.
But although we laugh at other
people's superstitions, deep `down
most of us are reluctant to make
wills, only rushing out to get the
form or contacting a solicitor when
we're suddenly faced with surgery.
Very few children are able to
ascertain their parents' preferences.
So at the time of death, everyone
gets sucked into a ritual, without
knowledge of the wishes of the person who has died.
When we take so much trouble
about marriage and Bar Mitzvah, it
is really quite surprising that we
take so little trouble about our own
funeral arrangements. Ornate they
needn't be, but do the right people
attend? A young man recently
suggested that he would send out
invitations to his funeral when he
went into hospital for the last time.
It's a shame we are so embarrassed about death. When death was
more visible because more people
died at home, it was a part of life,
but now discussion about death
seems inversely related to our freedom to talk about sex, so that
parents and children chat about
their use of the pill, coil or cap, but
find themselves unable to dicuss
death or dying, which are the only
things that are certain for any of us
in life.

Yet if it can be spoken about
before it is an imminent threat, it
can make living easier. Many
devoted couples are desperately
afraid of death, not for themselves,
but for their partner who may be
left alone, and are unable to put
their fears into words and talk about
having to live alone, and make provision for that contingency together.
But to return to my original question. Do you want to know that
you're suffering from a terminal illness? Will you talk about dying to
those you love? Some people are
unexpectedly wrenched out of life. I
would like to have time to be able to
say proper goodbyes to my friends
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and relatives, thank them for their
support and love, try to sort out the
bad things that are around and
make my apologies. It's easy to
rationalise about telling, and if
you're afraid of grief or sadness or

TOREH

depression, it is even easier to

believe that anyone told about the
possibility of dying immediately
loses all fight and all hope. Usually
the reverse happens and strength is
used constructively to get the best
out of the remaining weeks or
months or years instead of worrying
about whether it is something that
can be talked about. Perhaps we
don't talk because deep down we're
all more than a bit afraid of the
physical pain that might be part of
dying. But the physical pain can
nearly always be controlled, it's the
emotional pain that is so difficult to
cope with.
But I've seen many people coping
tranquilly with their own impending
death. They've not been superhuman, but ordinary people who have
found comfort in being able to bring
their lives to a close, and live out
the last of their days and months
being able to talk to those they love
about how life would be without
them. It may sound extraordinary
and perhaps those people are
unusual in having faith in themselves and the people around them,
or a strong, religious faith. But faith
itself is an unknown quality. It's a bit
like jumping into the water and not
being certain whether you can swim
or not. When they do, most people
stay afloat. The real problem is that
we sometimes don't get the chance
to jump, but get pushed. On the
whole, I believe that faith is a risk
worth taking. Otherwise you might
get left with deathbed instructions,
like the old man who, on dying,
wanted his wife to promise him that
she would drive to the cemetery in
the same car as his sister whom she
detested. Reluctantly, she agreed.

"All right," she said. "1'11 do it, but

it will completely spoil my day."
Dying nearly always spoils the

day; the important thing is that
death doesn't destroy the living, and
that they are not left with too many
regrets and too many things that
were left unsaid..

0N ONE: I'00T
]akob I. Petuchowski
Forms of Prayer for Jewishworship, Vol.Ill. Prayers for the High Holydays ,
edited for the Assembly of Rabbis of the Reform Synagogues of Great Britain by Rabbi
Dr. Jonathan Magonet and Rabbi Lionel Blue. RSGB, London 1985. xi + 1051 pp.
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F ONE WERE TO COLLECT

all the quotations from postbiblical Jewish literature, which
are contained in the prayerbook,
although they had never been part
of Jewish liturgy before, one would
have a worthy and significant successor to the late Chief Rabbi
Joseph H. Hertz's Book o/ Jew.sfe
77!oztgfets. They certainly are a tes-

timony to the editors' wide reading
and to their broad conception of
Jewish concerns. But with the
exception of those included in
Jonathan

Magonet's

Rcpe77fcz#ce,

published
by
the
Reform
Synagogues of Great Britain in
1975, the quotations have not been
published in a separate volume.
Instead, they have been made an
integral part of this prayerbook.
The prayerbook, therefore, creates
the impression of wanting to teach
the whole Torah while standing on
one foot, or, more likely, during the
two or three days of the year when
more or less the whole congregation
can be relied upon to put in an
appearance in the synagogue.
It is true, of course, that Jewish
worship has always contained a
didactic element, that "study of
Torah" in its widest sense has been a
component of Jewish worship ever
since rabbinic times, if not indeed
before. And there is no reason why
the passages selected for "study"
should not be changed from time to
time, giving the thinkers of the present a voice next to those of the
past. But apart from the new occasions for study and meditation,
created in this prayerbook by its
praiseworthy "Calendar of Repentance" for the month of EJ/w/ and
the Ten Days of rcsfez4vczfo, most of

Dr. Wendy Greengluss is a doctor, coc#rscJ/or,

former agony aunt on The Sun and Radio
Fowr's If You Think You've Got Problems
slot, and author of the recent pamphlet ]owish
and Homosexual.
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the new material has been incorporated into the services themselves.
The result is that those services
have become quite lengthy. Obvi-

ously, no single congregation is
expected to use all of the material,
old and new. Selections will have to
be made; and one can only hope

that the tiairiinTE-ii- Jewis-h Ht-urgy;
provided by the Leo Baeck College,
enables the Reform rabbis of England to base their selections on a
knowledge of what is, and what is
not an essential ingredient of a
statutory Jewish service.

It is a remarkable phenomenon,
and not only in England, that the
less modern Reform Jews are in the
habit of praying, the lengthier their
Reform prayerbooks become. At
one time, Reform and Liberal
Judaism set out to czbbrevz.czfe the

liturgy. The Berlin Re/ormgemej7idc
even succeeded in producing a
prayerbook of a mere sixty-four
pages, which contained the services
/or ffec -wfeo/c ycczr, including the

Second Day of Rosh Hashanah,
Hanukkah, and Confirmation! The
pendulum has now swung in the
opposite direction. Is it an attempt
to allow for shrinkage?
Tastes will differ with regard to
the new selections chosen. That
Karl Marx is represented by his verdict that religion is the opiate of the
people, strikes one as a bit surprising. Not because Marx was an antiSemite! After all, Balaam, who
gave us the A4czfe rot;k, was antiSemitic, too. But need a modern
congregation be told by I.fs prczyerbook that religion is the opiate of

the people? The germ of truth in
that verdict has been stated more
felicitously by Isaiah, whose condemnation of cult without ethics is
the fJczpfefczrafe for the morning of

the Day of Atonement. To the
extent to which Marx goes beyond
that, and he does, one might legitimately question the appropriateness of his inclusion in a mocfezor.

And, in the opinion of this reviewer,
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Karl Marx is not the only one who
does not quite belong in a Jewish
prayerbook.
Yet the total impression created
by this new prayerbook is a very
favourable one. For one thing, the
editors are reluctant to make emendations in those instances where the
literal meaning, although no longer
"believed" , allows the sophisticated
worshipper to perceive the text in a
"wider" sense. Liturgy, after all, is

poetry, not a newspaper report. For
another, the English translation is
good, intelligible and "prayable".
When it comes to the standard rubrics, this prayerbook offers a pleasing blend of traditional Ashkenazi
and Sephardi texts, previous formulations of the British Reform
Liturgy, and some adaptations

made by the new editors themselves.

Sometimes, however, it is not
altogether clear why traditional
arrangements have been cavalierly
disregarded, even though there is
nothing in the theology of Reform
Judaism which would make one do
so. For exaL"phe, Barukh She-amar
is the traditional opc#z.7ig benediction for the ``Verses of Song". But,
on pp. 370-371, we find it for recitation cz/fcr the Psalms. Again,
Nishmath trnd Yishtabbach z[Ie the
traditional c/osz.#g prayers for the
"Verses of Song" . It is strange to see

that sequence interrupted by a
Torah blessing and study material
on pp. 52-53 and 188-191.

More serious is the substitution

provided for the traditional second
and third paragraphs of the Sfoemcz.

Many Reform liturgies reflect
theological difficulties with the
Deuteronomic doctrine in the second paragraph, and with making
God Himself the author of the fzz.fzz.£fo

commandment in

the

third

paragraph. Happily, the two paragraphs have been retained in this
prayerbook - for those who want
them. But there are also substitutes
for those who cannot get themselves
to recite the traditional paragraphs.
In choosing those substitute passages, the editors seem to have been
unaware of the fact that, liturgically,
the Sfec773¢ serves as the central

creedal affirmation of the Jewish
service. The "traditional" three
paragraphs were meant to express,
in this order, "The Acceptance of
the Yoke of God's Kingdom", "The
Acceptance of the Yoke of the Commandments" and "The Exodus
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from Egypt". In the course of the
millennia, there had been other

due to the fact that it contains fewer
"original" Hebrew prayers than Vol-

suggestions as well, suggestions
which were rejected. Thus, at one
time, the Ten Commandments were
part of the SfocmcI. One talmudic
Rabbi wanted to see the oracles of
Balaam included. But it was the
three
"traditional"
paragraphs
which ultimately crystallized into

ume I. However, the criticism still
applies to the Hebrew on page 82.
Take, for example, the following
se;ntenc,e.. az tizkeh malchutenu
lechavod auniti veligedullah liqroth
hage-ullah welahaqamat malchut

"the"

Sfee777¢,

because

of

the

specific affirmations which were
contained in them. Now, the first
chapter of Isaiah, a Sfec77!cz substi-

tute on page 60, and Ecclesiastes
2:4-11, a Sfec77c¢ substitute on page

388, to take but two examples, are
certainly beautiful and significant
passages of Scripture. But do they
really merit the ce#frcz/I.ty which
inclusion in the Sfecm¢ implies? One
wonders.

One wonders, too, about the
inclusion of the song E# 4ddz.r - and
its jolly tune? -in the Morning Service of Yon Kippur (pages 410f). It
is a pretty and joyous song, coming
to us from the Eastern Sephardi and
Yemenite traditions. It fits the
mood o£ Simchath Torah and other
joyous festivals, and of the Sabbath,
too. But the Day of Atonement?
Finally, a word needs to be said
about prayers composed in Modern
Hebrew. Commenting on the sixth
edition of the old West London
Synagogue prayerbook, the late
A.Z. Idelsohn said about the new
Hebrew prayers: "Though the Hebrew is rather faulty, yet the mere
fact that a Reform Society considered post-Biblical Hebrew permissible and found it necessary to compose new prayers is quite uniqrie in
itsctp'. (Jewish Liturgy a,nd its
Dci;c/ap77cc77£.

New

York,

1932,

p.296). That was a back-handed
compliment, along the lines of
Samuel Johnson's most ungallant
comment about a lady preacher:
"The surprising thing is that she can

hashanayim 'al ha-aretz. There is
nothing wrong grammatically with
this sentence, and it is not difficult
to fathom its meaning. Yet we
would suggest that, in a more "Hebrew" kind of Hebrew, this sentence
would reird.. az tizkeh malchutenu
lalckavod be-emet, veti:mtza et gedullatah betiqqun ha'olarm bemalchaith
shaddal,.
The proofreading, too, could
have been better. There should be
rro Umlaut i.n Hochschule (tw-roe on
page 1032); and, as far as I am
aware of my own past history, I have
7tof been a signatory of Israel's
Declaration of Independence, and
her first ambassador to Russia, as is
stated on page 1035.

The criticisms, which we have
been compelled to make, merely
underline the fact that, with growth,
we also experience growing-pains.
And the new prayerbook does show
growth and increasing liturgical
maturity. Memory takes me back
some forty odd years, when, on the
initiative of the late Dr. Werner van
der Zyl, I became part of a liturgical
conspiracy at Alyth Gardens. Liturgical Torah, in those days, went
forth from Upper Berkeley Street,
and the yo77t KJppz# voJwmc of the
W.L.S. liturgy was sacrosanct. But
being mainly Sephardi, that prayerbook did not contain the U#efcz##cfe
Togcpfo, and being "Reform" , it had

no room for Kol Nidr6. We rna.naged to get hold if a Hebrew typewriter, a rare thing in those days.
More or less clandestinely, I typed
Unetanneh Toqeph a:rid the Kol
IVz.drG

version

of

the

Liberal

do it at all!" The situation did not
improve, but was aggravated with
the 1977 edition of Volume I of
Forms o/ Prczycr. The newly com-

Einheitsgebetbuch Of T92;9 on stancils, which were then mimeog-

posed Hebrew prayers, actually
Hebrew translations of new English
prayers, were an odd mixture of correct Hebrew grammar, newspaper
Hebrew and street Hebrew. Hebraists were able to understand
them. But no Jew, ancient or modern, ever prtzycd in that language. If
the volume under discussion here is
not quite as guilty of this charge as
was the 1977 volume, then this is

first HczvcZ¢Jczfe ever officially celeb-

raphed for use by the Alyth Gardens congregation. i also recall the

rated in British Reform Judaism. It
was at a Study Weekend of the
Y.A.S.G.B., held in the Lake District in the late 1940's, and I was the
culprit. Afterwards a minister of
one of the major constituent congre-

gations took me aside and berated
me for leading the young people
into paganism!
Well. the new mczcfezor contains
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the U#cfcz##cfe rogcpfo. It includes
the Ko/ IVz.czr6, and not only in its

Einheitsgebetbuch ve;rstron, but also
in its "traditional" formulation. It
does all this not behind the closed
doors and on disposable mimeograph sheets. It does it openly and
unashamedly, even as it manifests a
proud commitment to all that is valuable and alive in our millennial
Jewish tradition. The editors of the
new prayerbook
deserve
our

thanks.I
Dr. Jakob J. Petuchowski is ffec So/ cz#d
Arlene Bronstein Professor of Judaeo-Christian Studies, and the Research Professor of.
Jewish Theology and Liturgy at the Hebrew
Union College - Jewish lustitufe of Religion
in Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.

FROM IENTRY TO PULPIT
Lionel Blue
The New Jewish Cuisine by EvcJy# Rose.
Robson Books.1985. p.p. 272, £12.95.

Jewish recipe" but I have not the
slightest doubt that it has been
adopted by many Jewish households. I am going to recommend it
to gentile households too, because
it is better than any Christmas Pudding I've ever tasted. It is nice also
to have acceptable kosher substitutes for frc/tz gentile delicacies.
Since you can't have Prosciutto with
Melon, then Smoked Turkey Breast
is an inspired alternative.
There are, of course, ambiguities
in contemporary Jewish society
which no cook could resolve, not
even with a brace of rabbis and a larder stuffed with herrings. Traditional East European Jewish cooking was peasant food, high in fats,
especially the saturated sort. It combined poverty and piety and was
designed to keep out wolves, goys
and frostbite. To be fat was fine and
to be gross was beautiful. This is a
far cry from the sylph silhouettes so
desirable in Jewish suburbs today,
where armed with juices, liquidisers, processors and microwaves,
housewives fight the battle of the
bulge. A yawning abyss separates a
cholent from the Nouvelle Cuisine

books which are important
THERE
and others
AREwhich
COOKERY
are ephemeral. The important ones are not
j ust
useful
entertainment ,
anthologies of their authors' fads
and failures, but a summary of a
society and its way of life at a certain point in its history. This is what
makes Mrs. Beeton indispensable
for the study of middle class England before the First World War and
Florence Greenberg for the study of
Anglo Jewry betwee-n the two wars.
Since the discovery of social history
and its popularisation by Trevelyan,
cookery books are important items,
worthy of research.
Evelyn Rose might be both surprised and amused to be so
regarded, for she is an efficient,
kindly and unpretentious person.
Nevertheless, "The New Jewish
Cuisine" is such a book, for it both
reflects and describes the society it

The book itself is well produced
and the pictures opulent. The pages
are not gloss paper - which is easier
to wipe - but the binding is sturdy.
For books of this size and quality,
the price is reasonable and even a
bargain because of its usefulness.
The tempting sight of delicate

serves so well.

IVowvc//c Cz/I.sz.#c food decoration

This society is an in-between one.
On the surface it is open and assimilated, deeper down it is traditional
and nostalgic. This ambivalence
makes for a very interesting and
creative cuisine. Necessity is the
mother of invention, so is cultural

should not deceive you into thinking this a cocktail party book, which
you leave on the table for guests to
admire - mine stays in my kitchen
for safety. It is a working book for
an intelligent, sophisticated kosher

pluralism. The `Hanukkah Pudding
Cooked in a Pressure Cooker' may
not be as Evelyn says "a traditional
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and Cz/I.sz.7tc A4z.7tccL!r. Insofar as it is

bridgeable, Evelyn Rose has done
it. There is a lovely selection of sorbets but she does not flinch from
schmaltz (vegetarian as well as carniverous). She seems to have a soft
spot for it, like all of us.

The society the author prescribes
for is a travelled one, and really
there is scarcely any great international recipe which does not find its
kosher form and translation. I've
tried some of the translations and
they're as good or better than the
originals.

cook.
I examined it, looking up festivals, kitchen gadgets and quantities.

The writing was succinct and the

information accurate. There are
also unexpected goodies which get
to parts the more snobbish cook
books never reach - such as the
information packed chapter called
Rescue Operations. I was pleased
when the author admitted apropros
of tough baked fish, that there is little you can do to save it. Some problems in life have to be lived with not
solved. The same message comes
from a pantry as from a pulpit.
For the Jewish world I live in,
which has moved from a ghetto into
post-war sophistication, but still
guards its roots, this book is its culinary expression and guide.
Rabbi Lionel Blue I.s co#vc#or o/ ffac Bcffe

Din of the Reform Synagogues of Great Britain. He is author of `Tlo Heaven with Scribes

and Pharisees' and of `A Backdoor to
Heaven' . He writes a cookery column for the
Catholic weekly `The Universe'. A frequent
broadcaster, he is a regular contributor to
Radio 4's `Thougha for the Day' .

BLUE:'S BLENDER

Evelyn Rose
Kitchen BIues, Recipes for Body & Soul by
Rabbi Lionel Blue. Victor Gollancz. 1985.
p.p.184, £6.95.

friends I'm proud to num-

AMONG
ber someMY
very goodMEN
cooks.

I'm not talking about those to
whom cooking is a full time vocation, like Michael Smith of "Upstairs Downstairs" fame or the
Jerusalem Plaza's Shalom Kadosh,
both artist craftsmen who served a
long apprenticeship before they
reached the heights of ``Chef de
cuisine".
A4'y men in the kitchen are those

who treat cooking as a leisure activity, using it as a physical counterbalance to their more cerebral
activities as university professors,

general practitioners or captains of
industry. Kneading a cfe¢//cfe dough
by hand is a wonderful way of combating stress, one of them assures
me. For another poaching a fine
``mirror"
carp
conjures
up
memories of his mother's kitchen.
Whilst arranging a salad gives a
third one a rare opportunity to
express his artistic feelings.
But what could possibly motivate
a rabbi to seek his recreation in the
kitchen?
It was about a decade ago when,
researching an article on this subject of men who like to cook, that
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rumours reached me - as a fairly
new
memb er
of
Reform
Synagogues of Great Britain - of a
certain Rabbi Blue and his amazing
culinary prowess. Naturally, I hastened to see-k- his views on the subject and, hopefully, to sample his
cuisine.

Time has dulled the details of the
superb luncheon we enjoyed
together, but I do recall an unconventional if delicious chilled borscfe£

prepared in the blender, and a
memorable Janssen's Temptation that supreme Scandinavian casserole of potatoes and anchovies
baked in cream. After we had
shared a happy hour or two of culinary chat, I suggested a little diffidently, as rabbis were not media
folk in the '70s, that he might do
rather well on radio, picked up my
notebook and left.
Shortly afterwards I renewed my
acquaintance with him through the
pages of an unusual cookery book
he had written with June Rose called 4 Tcrsfe o/ Heaven. Now he
offers a further collection of what
he calls "recipes for body and soul"
in this latest book.
Like everything Rabbi Blue
writes - whether on matters
spiritual or temporal - this can only
be described as ``a jolly good read",
a book that even the anti-cook will

chortle over, from the chapter
headed "gossip" on page 9 to
"kitchen frauds" on the penultimate
page 181.

As you may have guessed,
amongst the two thousand cookery
books that are published every year,
this one must be placed in a category of its very own. What other
cookery writer would d¢rc to introduce a recipe for "Cauliflower
Polonaise" with a homily on prayer;
discourse on his fall from vegetarian
grace by way of introduction to a
meatless pasta sauce; or for a real,
old-fashioned afternoon tea, recommend a cafe in a crematorium?
Cooking isn't just a "leisure"
occupation for Rabbi Blue - it's an
integral part of his multi-faceted
personality, a means of expressing
all kinds of emotions and feelings
about himself, his friends and his
God. And how right he is, for surely
culinary talk is ffec language which
enables people who have only a few
words of each other's language, to.
establish a friendly dialogue with
each other. And in his book, Rabbi
Blue uses this "1ingua franca" to
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reach out to people of all faiths and
none, blending his culinary and
religious views in a way that must
surely be unique to him.
And he gives us such delicious
r6cipes! For this is the kind of
innovative cuisine that brushes
away the cobwebs, disregards the
sacred culinary rules and comes up
with unique and imaginative dishes
for every possible human situation.
But thank goodness he reserves his
preaching for the pulpit. Unlike
most cookery writers, he doesn't
adopt the stance of the expert, lecturing to an untutored reader, but
stands before us as a man of human
failings and foibles, many of which
we can recognise all too well in ourselves. For instance, after confessing to a total lack of skill in matters
mechanical, he offers us a foolproof
recipe for "Clumsy rabbi's cherry
and almond cheesecake". And for
the anti-cook who feels guilt-ridden
when buying instead of baking for
the New Year, he provides a conscience-saving ``Babylonian Honey
Sweet" which may start with a
ready-made honey cake but ends
with a superb rum-soaked masterpiece, swathed in cream.
The majority of the recipes in the
book celebrate the "catholic"
nature of his many friendships. So
there's Krystyna's L¢fkes, GianCarlo's sage spaghetti, and even
Anglo-Chinese potted meat. But
please, Rabbi Blue, bwbc/cs are
what you put in chicken soup, not
in.¢fzo pancakes - they're called
chremslach. And sNIely nobody's
grandmother would make her
potato kwge/ with milk! But I can
forgive all for such original ideas as
a vegetarian Yorkshire Pudding with
cheese, and an adventurous Mexican chicken casserole made with
black coffee.
The book is a comforting size to
hold in the hand as one chuckles
over each bz4b¢ mcissc, and there
are some witty drawings by Calman.
ENelyn F\ose is a well known home econorhist
and cookery writer.

THEYCOULD
BAN BARUCH
BUT NOT HIS

TRUTH
Reuven Silverman
`If we could bear unpre-

judiced witness to Divine
origin of Scripture, we must
prove solely on its own
authority that it teaches
true moral doctrines, for by
such means alone can its
D ivin e
origin
be
demonstrated;
we have
shown that the certitude of
the
prophets
depended
chiefly on their having
minds turned towards what
is just and good, therefore
we ought to have proof of
their possessing this quality
before we repose faith in
them.
From miracles God's divinity cannot be proved ... for
miracles could be wrought
by false prophets. Wherefore the Divine `origin of
Scripture must consist solely
in its teaching true virtue.
But we must come to our
conclusion simply on Scriptural grounds, for if we were
unable to do so we could
not, unless strongly prejudiced, accept the Bible
and bear witness to its
divine origin. Our knowledge of Scripture must then
be looked for in Scripture
only' . (rEractatus Theologico
- Politicus Chapter 7) .

1677)

belongs with Marx,

Freud SPINOZA
and Einstein (1632
to thoseBARUCH
Jews who have made the greatest
contribution to modern Western culture. He distinguished himself from
the others by the intensity of his critical religious questioning, and he
remains an outcast, ignored or
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ter remained outliwed in all but a
few scholarly Jewish circles.
The above excerpt is from
Sp;+nozaL's Tlractatus Theologico Po/I.fz.cur written fourteen years
after the cfeercm (ban) was pronounced upon him, yet usually
taken to encapsulate his apologia
against excommunication.
Here we see an introduction to
Spinoza's method of Bible interpre-

tation and part of his approach to
revelation. Spinoza rejects fundamentalism. He sees the Bible as a
human document. Following this
passag? he outlines his scientific
method, applying systematically to
biblical texts the combined disciplines of historical and philological
analysis. Hereby he established

himself as a forerunner of a modern
Bible criticism. Spinoza was seeking
a certainty about God as precisely
defined as the laws of mathematics
or physics -a super-human task!

despised by mainstream Judaism.
Born of Portuguese Marrano
stock, he excelled in traditional
Yeshiva studies in Amsterdam
under such eminent teachers as
Menasseh ben Israel. Early influences must also have included the
bitter experiences of ex-Marranos
conflicting with orthodoxy in their
search for a rational return to
Judaism - such as Uriel da Costa,
twice
excommunicated
for
heterodox views, wiho committed
suicide when Spinoza was eight
years old.

Spinoza, too, was excommunicated at the tender age of 24, before
he had produced any writings, on
vague charges of heresy. He subsequently deserted the Jewish fold,
mixing only with liberal Protestants
and free thinkers. Henceforth, he
preferred BeJ7cdz.cfzts to his Hebrew
name B¢rwcfe. He never adopted

Christianity, however, but devoted
his life to the quiet philosophical
pursuit of `eternal truths'. Besides
his works on ethics, metaphysics,
natural science and politico-religious theory he wrote a brief Hebrew
grammar. His radical critique of
religion, particularly Judaism, bears
the marks of his own bitter experience. Spinoza was not accorded a
Jewish burial and his books thereaf-
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It would be untrue, however, to
say that the result is a total rejection
of Bible as the word of God. In a
recent book by R. J. Delahunty
(Spz.#oz¢, published by Routledge
and Kegan Paul 1985, £25), the
philosopher is presented as `having
undermined the whole concept of
the Divine Revelation of Mosaic
Law and hence its validity'.
It is not difficult to arrive at this
conclusion from a cursory reading
of Spinoza's Trczcf¢fzts. In fact, it can

be seen even from the brief excerpt
above, that Revelation is not
altogether dismissed.
Spinoza's
arguments
against
Mosaic authorship which Delahunty
cites do not however necessarily
undermine revelation. It matters
less which human being was the
medium, than that the source is
God. Disputing the infallibility of
the biblical text also matters little
for Spinoza's concept of revelation,
based, as can be seen in the quotation, upon ethical content rather
than total textual coherence.
Spinoza's philosophy is called
pantheism. God is but another term
for Nature. It might be argued that
if God is Nature then surely all
Spinoza's talk about the divine origin of Scripture becomes empty of
meaning. How could anything .#of
be revealed in the sense of flowing
from nature or God? This would be
to understand Spinoza too superficially. Like Maimonides, he differentiates between levels of knowledge - from "vague experience"

ascending to the completest possible logical understanding of reality.
Examples of the lowest level of
intelligence are found in the
miraculous elements in the Bible.
Spinoza does nevertheless find evidence there of the highest rational
level contained in moral truths.
Spinoza's "Intellectual Love of
God" is present in the Bible but is
also accessible to everyone. Truth
reveals itself to us when we view
everything, to use his immortal
phrase, "sub specie aeternitatis"
(from the angle of eternity). Moses
Men delssohn
came
clos e
to
Spinoza's position that the essential
truths of religion were accessible

through natural reason rather than
through supernatural revelation.
Like Spinoza, Mendelssohn distinguishes between eternal truths and
law. Only law was revealed to
Moses. Whilst Spinoza regarded
that law as ephemeral, Mendelssohn believed it to be eternal.
Again, like Mendelssohn, Spinoza
advocated
separation
between
religious and civil law, Church and
State. As such, many would see his
reading relevant to the present State
of Israel. Indeed, there is an incidental reference in Spinoza to the
re-establishmen.t of the Jewish
State.

Some early Reform rabbis, particularly
S amuel
Holdheim ,
espoused Spinoza's approach in
their
doctrine
of
ethical
monotheism. It is not actually
mo7!offecr.s77t that Spinoza teaches,
but mo/?I.s77t. It is the total union of

Nature, including man, and God,
an idea bordering on mysticism.
This is a difficult concept for
those who seek an I-Thou relation-.
ship with the Eternal. Man can love
God intellectually, but following
Spin.oza "he cannot expect God to
love him in return".
Spinoza's importance for Jews, in
paving the way for a free-thinking
religion
liberated from
supernaturalism, is often underestimated. He represents many who see
religion as the work of human
minds which are but individualised
forms of the One Universal Mind. I
Rabbi Robert Malcolm (Reuven) Silverman
was born in Oxford in 1947. Son of a distinguished communal leader, he was trained at
Leo Baeck College, and after serving as rabbi
in Curagao, Dutch Andlles, and second minister at Edgware & District Reform Synagogue,
ls now minister at the Manchester Reform
Synagogue and Hon. Lecturer in Modern
Hebrew at Manchester University.
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NARROW HATRED
Sir'

IS NOT MY PLACE TO

probably a good deal more powerful
than its fellow on the extreme
Right. Anybody acquainted with a
Students' Union will know that. Nor
is it likely to be disarmed by prating
about "the right to strike and to picket" nor by making obeisance to the
anti-Zionism in which it is so often
concealed.
Mr. Rosenberg may be entitled to

|freofindMtrteRBo:::te::}sD:ft:tc;£§
::::

his views - and Ma7t73cz to publish

(Mfl##¢ last issue): I am sure they
can do it themselves. But I would
like to pick up one or two of his
points.
Mr. Rosenberg conforms to the
current fashion of condemning the
"Establishment" Jews who in ear-

them. He is not entitled to pour
scorn on those who see things differently from himself .

lier years feared the effects of a
large influx of penniless foreign
refugees upon the status they had
painfully won for themselves over
generations. They were, of course,
at fault in wanting to be part of the
nation they had joined instead of
flying the flag of an ethnic minority.
I don't suppose Mr. Rosenberg
would be willing to recognize that to
pour large numbers of people of differnt language, customs, occupation, cultural tradition and religion,
identified by differences, however
marginal, of physical appearance
into a long-resident population,
leads to trouble. I'm sure he
wouldn't, because if he did he
wouldn't be able to cry "racist" at
anyone who disagrees with his opinions.

The concept of a pluralist society,
as Mr. Rosenberg admits, is a result
of the recent West Indian and Asian
immigrations. To condemn the more
Anglicised Jews who in the 1930s,
or for that matter in the 1980s,
wanted to be English except in religion, is to misunderstand history. To
condemn present day Jews who feel
much or more a part of the British
cultural tradition as of the Yiddish
one is to impose the narrowness of
ultra-orthodoxy upon the narrowness of Marxist class hatred.
Before propagating his view that
Jews should rely on their rights as
an "ethnic minority" Mr. Rosenberg
had better be sure that the other
ethnic minorities will approve the
partnership. You can't build bridges
to people who prefer a chasm, and
the situation between Jews and
Blacks in, say, New York, is hardly
reassuring.
We need not rely on Paul Johnson
to know that anti-semitism on the
extreme Left is as distasteful, and
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(Professor) U.R.Q. Henriques
Dorchester Court

CARDIFF
`TIRADE'
Sir,

F

AR BE IT FROM ME TO
claim that Mr. Ivan Lawrence

Q.C. is talking nonsense. But
he does make some curious assertions that should be corrected. He
claims that "we have found ourselves in the dock at the European
Court of Human Rights more often
because we accepted the right of the
individual to petition the European
Commission 30 years earlier than
France and before most of the other
states". In fact the UK accepted the
right of individual petition on 7
December 1965, whereas Austria
accepted on 3 October 1958, Belgium 5 July 1955 and the Federal
Republic of Germany 5 July 1955. It
is therefore significant that 81 cases
have been declared admissible
.against the UK, more than twice as
many as against any of the other
three.
Similarly, when Ivan Lawrence
describes the East African Asians
case, he argues that "We gave them
UK passports and allowed them to
settle here by exempting them from
immigration controls". He fails to
remind the reader of various salient
points. Firstly, we offered the East
African Asians Br.itish citizenship,
rather than Kenyan, Ugandan or
Indian, as an option which many
accepted on the basis that this
meant they would be able to come
here. Secondly, the voucher system
placed a quota upon them - Mr.
Lawrence rightly reminds us that
"they had nowhere else to go" -

which meant that, as British citizens, they came in very slowly, 1500
to 5000 per annum, whilst often suffering considerable disadvantage

and prejudice in East Africa.
Thirdly, and most importantly, it
was not I alone who found the treatment of the East African Asians
"cruel and vicious". The European

Commission's report found that the
UK Government had subjected the
British Asians to "degrading treatment" contrary to Article 3 of the
European Convention, by treating
them as second class citizens on the
ground of colour. It is one of the
episodes of British injustice over my
lifetime of which I feel most
ashamed.
One could raise many more
points against Mr. Lawrence's illfounded tirade. Suffice it to say
however that if rabbis cannot comment on the major moral issues of
the day, then Judaism is entirely
irrelevant to our everyday lives.
Major moral concerns are the meat
of Judaism. The prophets of Israel
cried out against the injustices of
their day and Isaiah was a highly
political court prophet. Political
comment is entirely in accord with
Jewish tradition. The Church of
England, meanwhile, has always
played a leading role in political
debate in this country, and recently
a brave one. Bishops sit in the
House of Lords, taking an active
part in the political process. Though
not advocating rabbis in the Lords,
I would argue that imams, rabbis
and other clergy have a role to play
in political comment. I would no
more countenance leaving the political debate to the politicians alone
than the religious issues to the rabbis.

Rabbi Julia Neubenger
LONDON S.W.4

TAIL PIECE
Sir'

0

UR

TWO

CATS ,

kenein-a-horrah, are norm
aged respectively 13 and 14

years old, but only thanks to chicken soup.
In the summer six years ago,
when our son was Barmitzvah, we
pilgrimaged to Israel, our first visit
as a complete family. Anyone who
has pets knows that the greatest
problem faced by pet owners is what
do you do with the beloved nuisances.

After much discussion, and
because of the extended period of
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three weeks, we decided they would
go into a cattery.
We picked them up on the way
home from the airport and
immediately noticed their sorry
looking state. When we arrived
home, out came the tins of food and
warm milk. They were just not
interested. The fact is that they were
too ill from cat 'flu to take interest
in anything. Naturally, they were at
the vet the next day, who prescribed
medicine. They still just would not
eat or drink. The following day, a
second visit to the vet when we saw
a different one, he said that unless
we force-fed them they would die.
After
much
discussion we
decided on Ruth's warm chicken
soup. Thanks to the benefits of the
freezer revolution, we had one in
stock. After much preparation and
cooking, and some hour.and a half
later, the brew was ready. We had in
the meantime bought a small dropper from the chemist for use as a
feeding instrument. All was ready.
It is strange how one's previous
life prepares one for emergencies.
Twenty five years previous, I had
spent a year milking cows on
Hczchsfeczr¢fe (Jewish training farm)

and considered myself an expert on
forcing medicines down animals'
throats. This is called drenching in
the farming world. The cats rebelled
against the treatment but were too
weak to argue much, and with patience and perserverance we managed a few drops each, down their
throats.
We iepeated the. process about
every half hour the first day and by
the second day they were no longer
complaining.
By the end of the second day they
were taking the brew with some
enthusiasm and by the third day
they obviously loved it and we could
breathe easy, knowing they would
survive. On the rare occasion they
get chicken soup now as a treat,
they relish it.

Thank you Evelyn Rose for
reminding me of the value of chicken soup, and medical students and
doctors alike should be aware of this
possibility
when
diagnosing
medicines to promote appetite in
sick people. Chicken soup is better
and cheaper thah prescriptions.
One warning. It works better
with kosher chickens.
Ramon Phillips

CAREREGE
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IIfr4o€J''
David Goldberg

which I do not necessarily

THERE
subscribe,
IS A NOTION,.TO
that the cuITent
leadership of our Community is
proof positive of the terminal
decline of Anglo-Jewry. It seems to
me that at other periods of our his-

disagreed with my analysis but
.when we parted he took the initiative in shaking hands - a gesture
that I found extremely mbving.
All of this was construed as `giving comfort to Israel's enemies' or
`enhancing the credibility of those

bent on the destruction of Israel'.
What codswallop! And my God, if
talking as a Jew to one's fellow countrymen about an area of the globe.in
which we have a mutual interest is
deemed so shocking, then to whom
doeJ one talk? To the egregious
Lionel `Rambo' Bloch perhaps, to
hear his views on why Attila the
Hun was a misguided liberal?

tory we have had 77cczcfecrs at least as

undistinguished as the present lot,
but managed to survive them, and
even produce subsequent spokesmen of calibre. .So I do not
altogether.desp.air.
However, having recently been
mauled by the powers-that-be for
daring to do something as outrageous as speak up for Israel, in Parliament, before a group of MPs and
assorted lay-people sympathetic to
the Arab cause, I must say that the
hysterical over-reaction of those
who think they know what is best
for Anglo-Jewry was out of all proportion either to the importance of
the occasion or to the audience.
Judging from the outcry, one might
that, at the
very
least,
°|have
hadassumed
been caught
eating
bacon

sandwiches with Yasser Arafat.
About 70 people listened to my
talk. There were a few Arabs, a few
Jews, and an overwhelming majority
of
genteel,
middle-class
Englishmen and `women. Some
were retired clergy who had ministered in what was formerly Palestine, others had been teachers or
civil servants there. There were a
couple of Roman Catholics training
for the priesthood, and an
archeologist married to a Palestinian girl.
The most hostile, abrasive questioning came from an anti-Zionist
American Jew. Another questioner
- fluent, Home Counties accent,
City-suited - was probably antiSemitic. Otherwise, I could.riot
l)elieve how mild and receptive and
easy to handle the audience was.
After polite applatls6, I walked out
with a Palestinian, head of the
Kuwaiti news agen.cy.here, who had
been born in Acre. He was a charming, gentlyispoken man who said .he

snide the last paragraph of

I FOUND
PARTICULARIY
Ivan Lawrence's
counterblast to
Rabbi Julia Neuberger in the previous issue of A4¢#7?a in which the distinguished Q.C. and M.P. implies
that rabbis should steer clear of
political judgements, otherwise
their congregants might come eventually to reject Judaism. It would be
just as illogical to suggest that politicians should steer clear of moral
judgements, otherwise their constituents might come eventually to
rej ect Parliamentary democracy.

reasons why so many of us

IDETECT
TWO
MAIN
are frustrated
and unhappy
in
our vocation. There is no recognised
career structure, so that those in the
`top' pulpits have no inclination to

move, and allow in younger talent.
Stagnation sets in all along the line.
Secondly, all those years of arduous
rabbinical training and initial
idealism are reduced to coping with
the humdrum demands of poorlystaffed, inefficiently-run, relentlessly middle-class communities. If

present trends continue, every
orthodox synagogue in this country
will be ministered to by a
Gateshead

ycffez.vczfe

graduate

mumbling Latvian, and every progressive synagogue will be desperately signalling to the Leo Baeck
College for a 3rd year student to
replace their rabbi who has gone on
strike, on the sta.ge, into business,
or joined the Foreign Legion!.
Rabbi David Goldbeng, MA wars bor# I.7. Lo#-

don in 1939, and educated at Oxford University and Leo Baeck College. He was rabbi of
Wembley and District I.iberal Synagogue.
bofore going as minister to the Liberal Jewish
Synagogue, St. John'sWood, in 1975. He was
one of the original Ben Azai columnists in the
Jewish Chronicle.
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Lma The Manor House
I-- Society
jiiiffi ij tnd

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide
range of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level with.In easy reach of a
large audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama,
seminars and lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Manor House Centre
for`Judaisin, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library,
coffee-shop, extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information
about events, priority booking and ticket. discounts and automatic subscription to Manna.
Membership can be on either an individual or family basis.
Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership
Family membership
Seniorcitizen/studentsingle
Seniorcitizens-family

flo perannum
£15 perannum
£7.50perannum
£10 per annum

Existing subscribers to Wanna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Sunday 19th January to Sunday 9th February 1986
PICTURES OF JEWISH INTEREST FROM PFIIVATE COLLECTIONS

A unique exhibition with works by
Kaufman, Katz, Kramer, Bomberg, Blum, Ryback and Adler
Opening sunday:
2.00-4.30 p.in.
Other Sundays, and
Mondays-Thursdays: 11.00 a.in. -4.30 p.in.
Fridays:

7.30-9.30 p.in.
7.30-9.30 p.in.

11.00 a.in. -2.30 p.in.

Tuesday 4th February, 8.00 p.in.
JERUSALEM OF THE SECOND TEMPLE PERIOD NEW ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES
Lecture with slides by Professor Yigal Shiloh of the Hebrew University
(with Anglo-Israel Archaeological Society and Anglo-Israel Association)

Sunday 9th March, 8.00 p.in.
THE NASH ENSEMBLE
Puccini -Vveber -Mozart

Lunchtime recitals
Wednesday 22nd January, 5th, 19th February, 51:h, 26th March, 1.15 p.in.
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